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1. INTRODUCTION
At the Euro Summit Statement of 12 July 2015 on labour markets, the Greek government
agreed to “undertake rigorous reviews and modernization of collective bargaining, industrial
action and, in line with the relevant EU directive and best practice, collective dismissals,
along the timetable and the approach agreed with the Institutions. On the basis of these
reviews, labour market policies should be aligned with international and European best
practices, and should not involve a return to past policy settings which are not compatible
with the goals of promoting sustainable and inclusive growth.”
In the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU; dated 19 August 2015) signed with the
European Commission, the Greek Government committed to “launch by October 2015, a
consultation process led by a group of independent experts to review a number of existing
labour market frameworks, including collective dismissal, industrial action and collective
bargaining, taking into account best practices internationally and in Europe. Further input to
the consultation process described above will be provided by international organizations,
including the ILO. The organization, terms of reference and timelines shall be agreed with the
institutions. Following the conclusion of the review process, the authorities will bring the
collective dismissal and industrial action frameworks and collective bargaining in line with
best practice in the EU. No changes to the current collective bargaining framework will be
made before the review has been completed. Changes to labour market policies should not
involve a return to past policy settings which are not compatible with the goals of promoting
sustainable and inclusive growth.”
The “Expert Group for the review of the Greek labour market institutions” consists of eight
members (see Annex I for an overview). The inaugural meeting of the Expert Group was in
Athens, 22 April 2016. The next meeting took place in Amsterdam on 30 May 2016 where the
Expert Group could meet thanks to the hospitality of Tinbergen Institute. The following
meeting was organised in Athens from 20 to 22 June and was focused on hearing the position
of the social partners and other institutions. The list of the organisations heard can be found in
Annex II. From 18 – 20 July the committee held another three days´ meeting in Athens. The
meetings were informative and discussions within the group were respectful and held in a
friendly atmosphere. The group reached an agreement on parts of its analysis and most of its
recommendations. However, in other areas there were fundamental differences in terms of
interpreting events in the past, the present situation in the labour market and some of the
recommendations to improve the Greek labour market institutions. Furthermore, members of
the Expert Group based their opinions on at partly different set of principles.
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The set-up of this report is as follows. Chapter 2 presents the chairman’s summary overview
of all proposals. Most proposals are supported by all members of the Expert Group. For some
proposals there is a difference of opinion. Chapter 3 provides the proposals of five members
of the Expert Group. Chapter 4 presents the proposals of two members of the Expert Group.
The view of the chairman is provided in Annex III. Annex IV provides an overview with
remaining comments by other members of the Expert Group.

The members of the group of independent experts thank the Greek government and the
Institutions for their valuable support and hospitality provided during the meetings in Athens.
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2. Summary of recommendations – Jan van Ours
This chapter presents a summary overview of the 12 recommendations in this report. Most of
these recommendations are unanimous. On some recommendations there is disagreement in
the Expert Group. One side of the group consists of Gerhard Bosch, Wolfgang Däubler,
Ioannis Koukiadis, António Monteiro Fernandes and Bruno Veneziani. Another side of the
group consists of Juan Jimeno and Pedro Silva Martins. The chairman does not belong to one
particular side but does have preferences (see Annex III).

2.1 Collective Action
Recommendation 1. Current Greek law has an extensive regulation on the procedures for
calling on strike. The Expert Group does not see the need for stricter rules on strikes. It is up
to the Greek legislator to define the conditions of a legal strike by respecting the constitutional
framework.
Recommendation 2. The Expert Group does not see any urgent reason to remove the
prohibition on lock-outs. The provisions on industrial conflict in Greece have established a
balance of power between employers and unions; its rules are accepted by both sides. The
Greek legislator may clarify that the employer is entitled not to pay non-striking workers if
they cannot continue to work because a strike is occurring in their enterprise or their
establishment.

2.2 Collective Dismissals
Recommendation 3: Before implementing a collective dismissal, employers should consult
and bargain in good faith with workers´ representatives. According to the economic
possibilities of the enterprise, a social plan should be established providing compensations for
workers who are confronted with unemployment for an uncertain period. Retraining should be
offered to enhance the chances of the affected workers in the labour market. Collective
dismissals should be regulated in view of its importance as an operative instrument for
adjustment of firms in times of crisis. The current system of ex-ante administrative approval
of collective dismissals is being discussed in the framework of the European Court of Justice.
After the result of that lawsuit is known, the current system could be abolished or replaced by
another ex-ante control system.
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Recommendation 4. In temporary economic difficulties, short-time work can prevent
collective dismissals. Short-time work has to be flexible according to the still existing needs
of the enterprise. The employee shall get unemployment benefits from the labour
administration or the social security system as a compensation for the hours he could not
work. At the end of the crisis, the employer can restart his full activities with the help of an
experienced workforce.

2.3 Minimum wages
Recommendation 5. There should be a statutory minimum wage which takes into account the
situation of the Greek economy and the prospects for productivity, prices, competitiveness,
employment and unemployment, income and wages. The Expert Group disagrees on the
responsibility to decide on the level and the increases of the minimum wage. One part of
group recommends that after consultations with independent experts the minimum wage is
implemented under a national collective bargaining agreement with automatic erga omnes
effects. Another part of the group recommends that the government decides on the minimum
wage after consultation of the social partners and independent experts.
Recommendation 6. The Expert Group disagrees on the role of youth minimum wages. One
part of the group recommends to replace youth minimum wages by experience-based
subminimum wages for a maximum of two years. There would be an evaluation of subminimum wages after two years. Another part of the group recommends maintaining youth
minimum wages with the present age thresholds.

2.4 Collective Bargaining
Recommendation 7. Representative collective agreements can be extended by the state upon
the demand of one of the negotiating parties at sectoral or occupational level. Collective
agreements are representative if 50% of the employees in the bargaining unit are covered. The
decision on the extension of an agreement is taken by the Minister of Labour after having
consulted the social partners. The government and social partners establish an administrative
system that will allow for reliable monitoring of the share of employees represented in the
bargaining unit. One part of the Expert Group proposes to make an extension possible, too, in
5

the case of severe problems in the respective labour market (high turnover, high share of low
wage earners, distortion of competition) and in the case of another public interest (e.g.
introduction of an apprenticeship system). The other part of the Expert Group is of the
opinion that an extension can only be issued if the 50% threshold is met.
Recommendation 8. The Expert Group disagrees on the principle of favourability. One part
of the group argues that lower level wage agreements cannot undercut higher level
national/sectoral agreements unless social partners agree on opening clauses on specified
issues which allow temporary derogations in the case of urgent economic and/or financial
needs of the companies. Another part of the Expert Group argues that micro wage flexibility
is important. Therefore, the hierarchy of collective bargaining should follow a subsidiarity
principle, whereby agreements established at a level closer to the workers and firms directly
involved override agreements established at a level further way to the workers and firms
potentially involved.
Recommendation 9. The time extension, the after-effect and the duration of collective
agreements are decided by the social partners themselves. If they do not take a decision on the
first point the time extension will be six months; if the second point is not regulated by
collective agreement the after-effect includes all agreed labour standards; if the third point is
not regulated by a collective agreement, the latter can be denounced with a notice of three
months.
Recommendation 10. If social partners cannot reach an agreement the terms of an agreement
may be established through arbitration preferably if both social partners agree on this.
Unilateral arbitration should be the last resort as it is an indication of lack of trust. The system
of arbitration was renewed recently and should be evaluated by the end of 2018 to assess its
role in collective bargaining.
Recommendation 11. The social partners should negotiate on the issues of seniority pay,
equal treatment of white and blue collar workers, life-long learning, productivity and
innovation and the integration of young people, considering the critical comments contained
in this report. Since some of these issues are closely linked with strategies of the state to
modernize the Greek economy and to improve the vocational training system, the
strengthening of a genuine and sincere tripartite social dialogue is necessary. Within this
framework a discussion about trade union law problems can be useful. In this field, we see,
however, no contradiction with EU law and practices.
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Recommendation 12. The Public Employment Service should also consider developing its
efforts towards greater activation of the unemployed and promoting more vacancies in firms,
including through well-designed hiring subsidies supported by the European Social Fund.
3. Recommendations of Gerhard Bosch, Wolfgang Däubler, Ioannis Koukiadis, António
Monteiro Fernandes and Bruno Veneziani

3.1 Principles
We agree on ten guiding principles for our recommendations:
European Social Model and ILO-Norms: The proposals of the Expert Group should be
in line with the basic principles of the European social model and ILO-Norms. This is
not only necessary for the social stability in Greece but also for the future cohesion of
the EU (after the Brexit).
Subsidiarity: According to article 5 § 3 of the Treaty on the European Union, social and
political issues should be dealt with at the level of the Member States as far as it is
possible without creating problems in other Member States. Concerning the mandate
of the Expert Group, the proposals should try to set a flexible framework in which the
Greek social partners themselves can negotiate labour standards and find solutions
which are adequate to the needs of different industries and companies.
Balance of power between social partners: Autonomous collective bargaining requires
strong and representative unions and employers who negotiate face to face and who
are ready to take responsibility and risks. Social peace and trust cannot be established
when one partner is continuously in an inferior position. The proposals of the expert
group should help to establish a balance of power between the social partners.
Balance between efficiency and equity: Employment relations are not purely economic
transactions with business wanting more efficiency. Only through a profound respect
for human concerns can broadly shared prosperity, respect for human dignity, and
equal appreciation for the competing human rights of property and labour be achieved.
Growth orientation: Social partnership is crucial to negotiate a socially balanced
distribution of income in the labour market. Labour market regulations have, however,
also a strong influence on the development of the economy. Therefore, the focus of
mature labour market regulations, including collective bargaining, should include
7

efforts to increase economic growth and productivity as well as to enhance the skills
of the workforce.
Inclusive labour markets: All people of working age should be encouraged to participate
in paid work and a framework should be provided for their career development, for
example through better access to lifelong learning. Achieving this type of labour
market requires action on the part of workers and their representatives and other stakeholders including the public authorities which should be supported by the proposals of
the expert group.
Equal pay: Individuals doing the same work should receive the same remuneration. Any
distinction, exclusion or preference made on the basis of sex, age, labour market status
or contract, national extraction or social origin, which has the effect of nullifying or
impairing equality of opportunity or treatment in employment or occupation, should
be avoided.
Reliability: A stable regulatory framework is the precondition for long-term- investment
decisions of companies as well as the planning of families for their future including
many decisions on the investments in their own education and training as well as in
the education of their children. It is also crucial for social peace and the joint
development of norms of fairness. After many short term interventions in the
regulation of the Greek labour market in the last years the return to a long-term growth
path requires a stable regulatory framework.
Specificity: The expert group is asked to take into account in our recommendations best
practice from other countries in Europe. A simple copying of best practice from other
countries by Greece is, however, not recommendable. What works in one country may
be wrong under different conditions. Proposals informed by best European practices
have to be adapted to the specificities of the Greek economy and labour market.
Integrated approach: It is well known from scientific research that the impact of the
institutions of the labour market depends on the interaction with other institutions in
the labour market and in other fields like for example social welfare, education or
innovation policy. Therefore, there is the need to develop an integrated approach with
helps to create positive interactions between our proposals and also other policy fields.
Picking out only some elements of an integrated approach and leaving out others
might change the impact of the proposals of the Expert Group not accordingly to its
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members’ purposes.

3.2 Industrial conflict
3.2.1 Strikes
The rules on industrial conflict remained unchanged during the years of the economic crisis in
Greece. A need to change them now could not be found. Both social partners did not touch
this point when they expressed their opinions during the very detailed hearings. In their joint
declaration dated July 19, 2016, they agreed that on the one hand the Law 1264/1982 as such
should be modernized, but on the other hand “the right to strike and the constitutional
protection of industrial action” must not be contested.
Article 19 of Law 1264/1982 and the Greek courts have established detailed rules about the
proportionality of strikes. In particular, for calling a strike, a decision of the trade union
preceded by secret ballot is required. Therefore, restrictions are imposed on the decisionmaking procedure. Secondly, in order to call a strike notice must be given to the employer
and safety personnel must be made available. In particular, even stricter rules are provided for
public utility undertakings. Violating any of these conditions, even issues concerning trade
unions’ internal procedures (decision-making methods), shall render the strike unlawful.
Thirdly, a strike may be considered unlawful both on the basis of whether the objectives
pursued are unlawful and on the principle of proportionality which allows judges to decide
each time whether the benefit anticipated by the strikers is greater than the financial loss to
the employer. There is a considerable volume of case-law according to which strikes are
declared unlawful on the basis of the principle of proportionality.
Recommendation 1: Current Greek law has an extensive regulation on the procedures
for calling a strike. We do not see the need for stricter rules on strikes. It is up to the
Greek legislator to define the conditions of a legal strike by respecting the constitutional
framework.

3.2.2 Lock-outs
Only in a few European countries, including Greece, are lock-outs explicitly prohibited. In
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other countries lock-outs are possible only as a response to a strike while observing at the
same time additional restrictions so must not be used as a means to render a strike ineffective.
Considering the restrictions given to the right of strike in Greece there is no necessity for the
employers to practice a lock-out. This corresponds to the German situation where lock-outs
are permitted under certain circumstances but in practice not used during the last 25 years.
There is, however, an additional problem linked to the position of the employer in the case of
a strike in his/her enterprise. It does not seem to be justified that the employer has the burden
to pay the salaries of non-striking employees if they cannot continue to work because of the
strike. This would be especially unjust in cases in which few persons in key positions go on
strike making the work of all other employees of the firm impossible.
In such cases the Greek courts accept the employer’s right to refuse the services of nonstrikers and not to pay their wages, based on the principle of objective inability.
The Court of Appeal in Patras gives a typical example (213/1993, ΕΕΔ 52.978). According to
its judgment « in case of 1) a partial strike which leads to the employer’s objective inability to
accept the services and 2) a worker who is not member of the striking trade union or who
states his/her intention to work or since business operation is not possible due to the partial
strike, the employer’s refusal to employ the non-striking workers shall not be considered as
exercise of the prohibited right to lockout, but the exercise of the right, under article 656 of
the Civil Code, to refuse the services of non-striking workers and not to pay them their wages,
on condition that the employer shall prove that as a result of the partial strike of a number of
specific workers and not due to personal reasons the operation of the business cannot
continue». The issue was obviously solved taking the Civil Code, i.e. its article 656 section a,
into account, but this solution is not uncontested.
Based on case-law, the non-striking employees have no right to get paid if they can no more
be employed during a strike in their enterprise. To give a right to lock-out in addition to this
protection would endanger the balance between unions and employers during collective
bargaining.
Recommendation 2: We do not see any urgent reason to remove the prohibition on lockouts. The provisions on industrial conflict in Greece have established a balance of power
between employers and unions; its rules are accepted by both sides. The Greek legislator
may clarify that the employer is entitled not to pay non-striking workers if they cannot
continue to work because a strike is occurring in their enterprise or their establishment.
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3.3. Collective Dismissals
3.3.1 SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC ASPECTS
Collective dismissal is an instrument of the freedom of enterprise, which is particularly
adjusted to situations of total or partial termination of business activities, and to situations of
economic difficulties which require reorganization and urgent measures of cost reduction. On
the other hand, it is generally the way by which massive unemployment is generated,
affecting often workers with a limited employability transferring in this way important
responsibilities to the social protection system of the country (ILO 2014). The freedom of
enterprise is not an absolute right, and collective dismissal, without losing its potential of
adjustment, should not be a free totally unrestricted resource for firms. It should e.g. not be
used exclusively to increase the shareholder value by closing profitable parts of an enterprise.
Collective dismissals may be legitimate in situations of structural changes, economic crisis or
loss of competitiveness; for companies it may be an instrument to survive or to restructure
their business.
Since collective dismissals often cause substantial social problems, it must be required that
firms explore all other adjustment possibilities (like voluntary quits, internal replacement,
cancelling of overtime work, voluntary leaves and retraining of workers) in order to reduce
the number of dismissals. However, legislation should not prevent necessary collective
dismissals, but rather impose certain procedures (like an ex ante check of the economic need,
early information of unions, obligation to negotiate a social plan, etc.). There should be an
adequate time for negotiations between the social partners. They should be supported in order
to find alternative solutions or to cushion the negative social outcomes by redundancy
payments or by measures of active labour market policy (placement, retraining) and regional
policies (redevelopment of the region or the sites).
One of the key findings from the 2016 “Employment Outlook” of the OECD is that easier
firing does not create jobs. Loosening job protection in the middle of an economic downturn
results in immediate and substantial job losses (OECD 2016). Therefore, a fair regulatory
intervention in the field of collective dismissals should address at least two issues: the ways
and means by which the reasons invoked by the employer are evaluated, and, secondly, the
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ways and means by which alternative measures aimed at reducing the social impact of
dismissals can be defined and put into practice. Are there means to avoid dismissals, e.g. by
introducing short-time work? If dismissals take place, which kind of measures can be taken in
order to retrain workers and/or to give them an adequate severance pay? The need for this
kind of measures is particularly strong in Greece, where compared to other European
countries (Knuth, Kirsch and Mühge 2011) instruments are quite rare which aim at facilitating
the mobility of redundant workers reintegrating them in the labour market and which
guarantee the unemployed a decent standard of living until they find a new job. Apart from
the compensation and the low unemployment benefits (which are limited to one year) those
made redundant are most of the time abandoned to their fate.

3.3.2 LEGAL FRAMEWORK
Collective dismissals in Greece are governed by Law 1387/1983 which was later amended by
subsequent laws, initially transposing Directive 75/129, afterwards Directive 92/56 and finally
codifying directive 98/59. These directives are based on three key principles.
First, the obligation of informing the personnel and the competent authorities in order to avoid
unexpected dismissals by establishing notice periods. Second, dismissal plans have to be
considered jointly by the employer and the personnel in order to find a solution, and third,
assistance by the competent public authority can be given.
The Law 1387/1983 provides that eventually collective dismissals should be approved by a
public authority to be legal. The Greek legislator has obviously used art. 5 of the Directive
which authorizes the Member States to enact rules which are more favourable to workers.
Priority is given however to the information/consultation/negotiation process, involving the
social partners and aiming at an agreement about the planned measures. If the social partners
do not reach an agreement, it is up to the minister of labour or another administrative
authority to decide whether the collective dismissal is justified or not. Three criteria have to
be observed: the interest of the national economy; conditions in the labour market; the
situation of the undertaking.
The intervention of a public authority in collective redundancy cases is well-known in most
European national systems (ILO 2014). However, the nature of the intervention varies from
Member State to Member State. In some countries, it may consist in assisting the parties to
12

find alternative solutions (e. g. Estonia and Portugal). In other countries, it may rise to the
level of a decision-power, either on the correctness of the procedure or on the results as such,
i.e. whether the collective dismissal is well-founded or not.

Waiting for a preliminary ruling
At this point it should be added that for the first time, following a recourse of the employers’
side, the Greek Council of State by decision no. 1254/2015 referred the following questions to
the Court of Justice of the European Union for a preliminary ruling:
« 1) Is a national provision, such as Article 5(3) of Law No 1387/1983, which lays
down as a condition in order for collective redundancies to be effected in a specific
undertaking that the administrative authorities must authorise the redundancies in question
on the basis of criteria as to (a) the conditions in the labour market, (b) the situation of the
undertaking and (c) the interests of the national economy, compatible with Directive
98/59/EC in particular and, more generally, Articles 49 TFEU and 63 TFEU?
2) If the answer to the first question is in the negative, is a national provision with the
aforementioned content compatible with Directive 98/59/EC in particular and, more
generally, Articles 49 TFEU and 63 TFEU if there are serious social reasons, such as an
acute economic crisis and very high unemployment?
In this case (Case C-201/15), the Advocate General delivered his opinion stressing that the
Greek rule is in contradiction with the freedom of establishment. In his view, this restriction is
neither appropriate nor necessary in order to obtain the objective to protect workers.
We think that it is not the task of the Expert Group to discuss whether the Advocate General
is right or wrong. Anyway, the dominant opinion within the Group is that it does not seem
very probable that the Court will follow the Opinion of the Advocate General, but a clear
answer cannot be given. The legal situation is ambiguous.
Another “derogation” from the Directive is related to the required number of workers to be
made redundant in accordance with the definition of collective dismissals.
Under Greek law, the term collective dismissal means that the number of workers dismissed is
more than six (6) per month in enterprises employing twenty (20) to a hundred and fifty (150)
workers and 5% of workers and up to thirty in enterprises employing over hundred fifty
workers. These figures were five (5) workers and 2-3% respectively before the memoranda.
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The Directive provides for at least ten (10) workers dismissed in enterprises employing
twenty (20) to hundred (100) workers and at least 10% of workers for enterprises employing
from a hundred (100) to three hundred (300) workers and a different percentage for
enterprises employing over three hundred (300) workers. This modification is considered to
be in compliance with the Directive and its article 5.
Additionally, it should be borne in mind that Greece ratified the Revised European Social
Charter, whose Article 24 regulates the "right to protection in case of dismissal" by requiring
ratifying States to recognize the "right of workers not to be dismissed without valid reason
related to their ability or behaviour, or based on operational requirements of the undertaking,
business or service”. This means that the reasons for the collective dismissals – as well as for
individual dismissals -- cannot be considered irrelevant and should be checked, both ex ante
and – if feasible - ex post.

3.3.3 OUR

FINDINGS

The system of administrative intervention in order to approve or prohibit collective
dismissals, which, according to employers, seriously limits the freedom of enterprise, has
been applied only in a comparatively small number of cases, and its abolition does not seem
to be an actual priority of employers’ organizations. In practice the problem created for
employers by the veto of the administrative authority concerning their decision on collective
dismissals has been solved in various ways, such as gradual dismissals every month, increased
amounts paid for compensation in cases of voluntary departures from work, deliberate
'negligence' by the authority to issue a decision approving or not the dismissals within the
provided deadline.
The current Greek system does not fully exhaust the possibilities to adopt measures in order to
mitigate the consequences of the planned collective redundancies (ILO 2014). For instance,
the existing short-time regime is restricted to three months a year. That is not sufficient to
overcome a real crisis. The rotation model – as a second option - is a kind of forced part-time
work which reduces the income of the employee to 50 %. It is restricted to nine months a year
– a rule that does not correspond to the interests of both sides: For the employees it is difficult
to live on 50 % of their normal income. For the employer it may be difficult to have enough
work to continue with 50 % of his activities and to go to the full functioning of the enterprise
during the following three months. These rules are quite rigid and should be replaced by a
14

more flexible model.
As collective dismissals within the terms of directive 98/59/EC happen rarely in Greece,
because 99 % of all enterprises employ less than 20 employees, there should be a common
regime for all kinds of dismissals for economic reasons. Possible measures must distinguish
between temporary economic difficulties of the undertaking and permanent (structural) ones.

3.3.4 RECOMMENDATIONS
As noted above, the Greek system of administrative authorization for collective dismissals is
currently discussed at the European level, in the framework of the Court of Justice.
Independent from the positive or negative critiques on the position of the Attorney General of
ECJ, it cannot be foreseen which will be the final verdict of ECJ, especially on the issue of the
role of Public Administration. Before a decision is taken, we prefer not to make proposals on
this point. Of course, a legality control will always be necessary whether the conditions, laid
down by the Directive, are respected.
About other relevant aspects of the legal regime of (collective) redundancies, we make the
following recommendations:
Recommendation 3: Before dismissing workers for economic reasons employers should
consult and bargain in good faith with workers´ representatives. According to the
economic possibilities of the enterprise, a social plan should be established providing
compensations for workers who are confronted with unemployment for an uncertain
period. Retraining should be offered to enhance the chances of the affected workers in
the labour market. If the financial means of the enterprise and the labour
administration are insufficient a European Fund should take over part of the burden.
If there is an economic need to reduce the workforce permanently or to close the enterprise,
negotiations with the representatives of the workers are necessary to mitigate the social and
economic consequences for the workforce. Besides a minimum compensation fixed by law,
the employer and the unions could fix a certain amount of compensation according to the
economic situation of the enterprise. They can also differentiate considering the chances of
the individual workers on the labour market and the possibility of early retirement.
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Compared to a legal compensation scheme, these rules are much more flexible taking into
account the needs of the workers as well as the economic situation of the enterprise.
For many workers, retraining for getting a new job will be even more important. In a growing
economy which develops new forms of activities and introduces new technologies this is a
crucial measure of active labour market policy. In this context, it is an economic as well as a
social and political question to decide who will pay the costs of retraining. Will it be
exclusively the labour administration or is a mixed financing feasible? In Germany and some
other countries, dismissed workers often continue with a so-called transfer company which is
financed by the former employer as well as by the labour administration which pays shorttime benefits. Indirectly, it is even financed by the workers themselves who renounce to a part
of their salary or of their compensation. The transfer company tries to give a new qualification
thus improving the chances on the labour market; in some cases, it only improves the ability
of workers for making job applications. The individual worker may stay with the company up
to one year. If the financial possibilities of the labour administration and the enterprises are
relatively modest, one could image a European Fund to take over partially the financial
burden.
Recommendation 4: In periods of temporary economic difficulties, short-time work can
prevent collective dismissals. Short-time work has to be flexible according to the still
existing needs of the enterprise. The employee shall get unemployment benefits from the
labour administration or the social security system as a compensation for the hours s/he
could not work. At the end of the crisis, the employer can restart full activities with the
help of an experienced workforce.
For situations of temporary crisis, one of the alternative measures is short-time work. It means
that the daily or weekly duration of work is reduced, even to zero hours. The employee gets
unemployment benefits from the labour administration as a compensation for the hours s/he
could not work (Eurofound 2009; Ghosheh and Messenger 2013). This is the main difference
to the existing rules in Greece. Without this payment the employee would be struck too hard if
the working time is reduced by more than one third: living on 50 % of the previous income
will not be acceptable for most of the workers.
On the other hand, short-time work is also in the interest of the employer. It gives an incentive
to qualified workers to stay with the enterprise instead of looking for another employment in
Greece or abroad. Even more important: at the end of the crisis, the employer can restart full
16

activities based on an experienced workforce whose know-how is crucial for productivity.
One can describe it in the following way:
- Production potential can be maintained during a recession, so that when the
economy starts to pick up employment can be increased again without the delays associated
with the development of new production capacity.
- Firm-specific skills, which, incidentally, are usually embodied not in individuals but
in teams, are maintained, so that the eventual upturn is not delayed by protracted on-the-job
learning processes.
- So-called scarring effects on employees, which can be observed in virtually all
countries when structural change is effected through involuntary unemployment, albeit to
varying extents, can be avoided. In this way the costs of the crisis can be reduced, not only for
individuals but also for society as a whole, since less money has to be found for welfare
benefits and public revenues are increased.
- Excessive demands on labour market policy in a recession can be avoided. When
unemployment rises rapidly, the capacities of the labour offices to place unemployed workers
in new jobs do not generally increase commensurately. As a result, the quality of active labour
market services for unemployed individuals declines, although the labour market situation
demands the opposite.
- Social cohesion is strengthened if the costs of the crisis are distributed more evenly
among a greater number of employees. Experiences show that job losses tend to be
concentrated among very vulnerable groups, such as young people, low-skilled workers and
immigrants, who frequently fail to re-enter the labour market altogether, or only at high cost.
The maximum period of short-time work can be fixed by the national authorities. In Germany,
it is between six months and two years. During the crisis of 2008/2009, the period was two
years as it seemed not very probable that all enterprises would recover earlier. In Italy, shorttime work may go until 48 months. As to the size of the enterprises concerned, one could
follow German law which applies the short-time scheme even to firms with one employee.
Each model of short-time work has to consider budgetary possibilities and the benefits of
alternative measures of labour market policies. In assessing the costs, one should bear in mind
that without such a model the costs could even be higher because many more workers would
be dismissed and would be entitled to full unemployment benefits. The concrete financial
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results seem to be an open question but it is clear that short-time benefits cannot be regarded
exclusively as a burden for the public budget.
In some cases, it can be doubtful whether an economic difficulty of the enterprise is of a
temporary or a permanent character. It should be up to the social partners to decide this
question. If they disagree or if their decision is obviously wrong the authorities granting shorttime benefits have a de-facto power of definition: If they do not see any real chance of
recovery they are entitled not to pay short-time benefits.
We consider it to be premature taking position on the possible role of the Public
Administration in collective dismissals before the arguments of the ECJ become known. The
control of legality can be either “ex ante” or “ex post”. The two recommendations given here
do not depend on the outcome of the lawsuit pending at the ECJ.

3.4 Minimum Wage and Collective Bargaining
3.4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we present a set of proposals on the minimum wage and on collective
bargaining. Both issues are dealt with together taking into account the fact that the Greek
social partners agreed in their joint declaration of 19 July 2016 that the minimum wage should
be an object of collective bargaining. To develop and justify this set of proposals we describe
first the pre-crisis system (section 2), the changes since 2012 (section 3), the European
practice (section 4), the main results of comparative research on the impact of industrial
relations (section 5), our findings in hearings with the representatives of the social partners
and experts from the government (section 6), and the legal background which has to be taken
into account for any reform in Greece (section 7). The chapter ends with the proposed
recommendations (section 8).
We are aware that the changes of the minimum wage setting and the collective bargaining
systems since 2012 were mainly driven by the intention to bring down wages in a short period
for an internal devaluation within the EURO-Zone. The result was a fragmentation and
destabilization of the system of collective bargaining and an increase of inequality and
poverty. Of greatest concern is that the erosion of collective bargaining with all its negative
consequences on wages will continue if the regulatory framework remains as it is.
After the substantial internal devaluation, the country needs a stable regulatory framework for
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a recovery. This strategy requires strong, representative social partners, institutional stability
and links of collective bargaining and social dialogue with a growth strategy. We do not
recommend returning to the previous system, especially not to the wage levels that existed
before the crisis, but a modernization in line with European best practice. With a recovery,
however, the wage levels should increase with productivity growth and profits. We also
propose the possibility of temporary derogations from collective agreements when companies
are in serious economic difficulties.

3.4.2 The pre-crisis system
In the pre-crisis period, the extended National General Collective Labour Agreement
(EGSSE) set minimum wage standards at the national level covering all employees including
the unskilled workers who were not covered by a sectoral or another agreement. The
minimum wage standards included seniority and marital allowances. The minimum wage was
part of the Greek system of collective bargaining and not a separate institution. The state did
not intervene in the negotiations of the social partners on the minimum wage but gave the
minimum wage its statutory character by providing an automatic erga omnes effect in the
original legislation.
Employers´ organizations and unions could improve these minimum standards in industry or
occupational collective agreements. The coverage by collective agreements at 83% was
relatively high according to international standards (Visser 2015). There was a strict hierarchy
of bargaining levels through the “favourability principle”. Lower levels of bargaining could
only improve the standards of the higher level bargaining. Collective agreements could be
extended if an agreement already covered 50% of the employees in the respective bargaining
unit. When agreements were overlapping, both the sectoral and the firm-level collective
agreements had priority over the occupational one. If bargaining failed, one side of the social
partners had the right to call on the Organisation for Mediation and Arbitration (OMED) for
arbitration.
When an agreement expired it continued to be enforced for six months (“time extension”).
After these six months expired collective agreement continued to apply as terms of the
individual contract between the employer and the employee. The duration of this “after19

effect” was indefinite until the two parties agreed on different terms.
This system was deeply embedded and accepted in the Greek society. It was adopted in 1990
(Law 1876/1990) with the unanimous support of all political parties. Such an unanimity on
the collective bargaining and minimum wage systems as in Greece is rare in politics – since
mostly distributional issues are highly controversial – and cannot be ignored by the Expert
Group.

3.4.3 The changes since 2012
To bring down real and nominal wages for an internal devaluation in the Euro-Zone the Greek
collective bargaining and minimum wage systems were fundamentally changed since 2012.
The minimum wage was not negotiated anymore but set by the state. It was cut by 22% and
frozen at the 2012 minimum wage rate and automatic progression on the seniority premium
ladder was suspended. A subminimum wage for under 25 years old workers was introduced at
32% lower level than the previous standard rate. The extension mechanism of collective
agreements was suspended and the unilateral recourse to arbitration was abolished.
The EGSEE and the sectoral collective agreements are applicable only to the members of the
organisations of both sides. Firm level agreements obtained precedence over sectoral or
occupational agreements even when they were less favourable. As well as trade unions
“associations of persons” also had the right to negotiate firm level agreements. Former
restrictions on the minimum size of the enterprise for collective bargaining were removed.
Thus, any “association of persons” can represent employees in signing a firm level collective
agreement, as long as three-fifths of the workers in the enterprise participate in such
associations. The mechanism of arbitration (OMED) can only be used if both employers and
employees agree. This provision was partly reversed in 2014 since the Council of State
decided that unilateral appeal to arbitration procedures was guaranteed by the Constitution.
The time-extension was reduced to 3 months and the after-effect included only the basic wage
and four allowances (seniority, children, education and hazardous work) and not the whole
employment terms as before.
The impact of these changes on wages and the architecture of collective bargaining was
strong. The coverage by collective agreements fell sharply from 83% in 2009 to 42% in 2013
with a clear further downward trend. The main drivers for this fall were the abolition of the
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extension mechanism and the favourability principle which turned around the hierarchy of
norms. The number of sectoral agreements dropped from 163 in 2008 to only 12 in 2015.
Firm level agreements are now dominating with a clear peak in 2012. In 2012 99% of the
agreements signed by associations of persons provided for wage cuts. The removal of the
restrictions on the minimum size of companies for firm level collective bargaining was very
important taking into account the structure of the Greek economy in which approximately
95% of the enterprise were employing less than 19 employees in 2015.
According to the Hellenic Statistical Authority (2016) the index for wages (2012=100) fell
from 116.2 in 2009 to 88.5 in 2015, which means an average decrease of gross wages of about
24%. The loss of purchasing power was even higher since taxes and contributions were
raised. Inequality and poverty went up substantially. The income quintile share ratio (80% to
20%) raised from 5.6 in 2010 to 6.5 in 2014 and the risk of poverty or exclusion increased
from 27.6% in 2009 to 36.0% of the population in 2014.
3.4.4 European Practice
The most controversial issues concerning the Greek wage system are: (1) the procedures in
the determination of minimum wage levels; (2) subminimum wages for young employees; (3)
the extension of collective agreements; (4) the favourability principle; and, (5) the duration,
time extension and the after-effect of collective agreements. In order to learn from best
practices in other countries the Expert Group has considered the regulations in several EU
member states in these domains.
(1) Procedures in the determination of minimum wage levels
In all EU member states effective minimum wage levels are either fixed by collective
agreements or by law (Eurofound 2016). In countries without a statutory minimum wage
(Austria, Denmark, Finland, Italy, Sweden), minimum wage levels are set by collective
agreements. In Austria the sectoral agreements and the agreed national minimum wage get
general applicability through the mandatory membership of employers in the Chamber of
Economy. In Denmark and Sweden, the sectoral agreements are a de facto generally binding
norm because of the high trade union membership. In Denmark the social partners agreed on a
minimum wage for workers who are not covered by a sectoral agreement. In Finland an
independent commission under the Ministry of Social Affairs formally decides whether
collective agreements are generally binding. In Italy collective agreements only apply to
members of the bargaining social partners but case law adopts collectively agreed minimum
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wages as a binding reference for other employees as well. Even in these countries, where
there is no national minimum wage, the normative framework for wages setting is deemed to
be a matter of collective bargaining.
In 22 out of 28 EU member states, there is a generally applicable statutory minimum wage.
The involvement of social partners in determining the minimum wage levels is normal
practice. This involvement is necessary since the social partners are the best informed actors
on the needs of employees and the affordable minimum wage levels for companies across the
industries. They are also important actors - often in close cooperation with the labour
inspectiorate - in implementing and enforcing the minimum wage. Finally, the minimum
wage sets the floor for autonomous sectoral and/or occupational collective bargaining. The
governments are also highly interested in the involvement of the social partners because their
participation is an effective buffer against political pressures to set the minimum wage either
at a too high or a too low level.

According to different national traditions and also the different strength of the social partners
their involvement in determining the minimum wage levels has taken different forms in the
EU.
- In some EU-countries the social partners negotiate and decide autonomously on the level of
minimum wage and the State implements it by statutory order. The procedure in Belgium is
quite similar to the Greek tradition. Belgium does not have a minimum wage law. The social
partners negotiate the minimum wage in the “Conseil National du Travail”. Also very similar
is the German example. The national “Minimum Wage Commission”, with three delegates
from the unions and three others from the employers, and an independent chairperson who is
jointly proposed by the social partners and nominated by the state, decides on the increases of
the MW. The two academics also in the commission do not have the right to vote. In both
countries the negotiated minimum wage receives a statutory character by the quasi automatic
extension of the agreement.
- In some countries the social partners negotiate on the minimum wage and the State only
decides when they do not reach an agreement: such was the case in Slovakia and in Czech
Republic in 2016.
- In all the other countries, the social partners are consulted like in France, but the final
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decision on the increases is taken by the State. In the UK and also in Ireland an independent
Low Pay Commission with selected members from the social partners (not delegated from
their organizations) and academics propose each year the increases of the minimum wage.
The State may, however, deviate from these recommendations.
All these models are in line with the ILO convention No 131 (Minimum Wage Fixing
Convention, 1970). There is no empirical evidence that one model is superior to the other.
Research shows, however, how closely the models are linked to the different history and
architecture of national wage systems. The State mostly plays a stronger role in determining
the minimum wage in countries where collective bargaining is weak and/or social partners
have low trust in each other and are not willing to take jointly the responsibility to determine
the minimum wage.
The disadvantage of a too strong role of the State may be that the minimum wage is more
determined by political than by economic and social considerations. The sensitiveness of the
issue to the electoral cycles and to the ideological options of governments is obvious. There
are cases in which the state has decided for political reasons on high double-digit increases,
like in Hungary in the past, with a negative impact on employment (Köllö 2010), or where the
minimum wage was not increased for years, in spite of high productivity and price increases,
like in the USA.
If social partners trust each other, one side is not blocking reasonable wage increases so that
the State has to step in, and both sides agree to take the responsibility for the minimum wage,
this instrument is protected against arbitrary political interventions and the minimum wage
will increase smoothly according to economic conditions.
(2) Subminimum wages for young employees
The age threshold for the Greek subminimum wage (25 years) is higher than in other EU
countries (Eurofound 2016). Only the UK introduced in April 2016 a lower living wage for
young people between 21 and 24 years since this age group was excluded from the recent
increase of the minimum wage. However, the level of this subminimum wage – 93 % of the
standard rate (GBP 6.70 compared to GBP 7.20) – is higher than in Greece.
Other countries do not have a subminimum wage for young people or have a lower age
threshold:
-

Many EU countries do not differentiate at all between age groups (like Spain,
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Portugal, Croatia) taking into account the low level of their minimum wages and the
need to avoid discrimination
-

In countries with subminimum youth wages the age threshold is mostly set much
lower than in Greece. This is the case for example in France (18 years), Ireland (18
years), Luxemburg (18 years), Netherlands (23 years) and Germany (no MW for
young people under 18 years).

-

Some countries have subminimum wages for job starters. In Poland an 80% rate
applies to persons in their first year of employment. In Belgium and France, besides
age, work experience is an additional criterion for the level of the subminimum wage.

-

Some countries have subminimum rates for apprentices (UK, Ireland, Portugal) or
employees in structured training (Ireland, Portugal) independent of age.

-

Some countries exempt apprentices (France, Germany) or students in internships up to
three months as far as these are part of established university curricula (Germany).
The training allowances of apprentices are set by collective bargaining in Germany
and France and differ by industry.

-

Some countries have higher rates for skilled workers (Luxemburg, Hungary).

-

Subminimum wages seem often not helping young people to find a job and may lead
in practice to a labour market discrimination of experienced young employees.

A summary of international research on youth minimum wages for the British Low Pay
Commission came to the conclusion: “The size of employment effects from the introduction of
a minimum wage, or increases in existing minimum wages for young people in general are
extremely small and in the margins of statistical significance in the great majority of studies
survey” (Croucher and White 2011: 91).
To our knowledge, the impact of the Greek subminimum wage has not been evaluated.
However, sceptical voices may find support in a simple comparison of the employment rates
of young people (without control of other factors). After the reform of 2012 had been
implemented, it would be reasonable to expect a smaller increase of the unemployment of the
young employees below the age threshold of the subminimum wage than of the age above this
threshold (25-29). To take into account seasonal effects we compare the figures for the same
quartile of the years for 2012 (q1) and 2016 (q1). According to data from the Greek Labour
Force Survey from the Hellenic Statistical Authority, the employment rate for employees
between 20-24 years went down by 13.04% and that for employees between 25-29 years by
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9.60%. Although the younger workers received a subminimum wage their employment rate
had suffered larger reduction than that of the older workers.
Although the debate on the impact of youth subminimum wages remains controversial,
researchers mostly agree that other instruments to fight youth unemployment are more
promising routes (see a summary of the literature in Anxo, Bosch and Rubery 2010: 14-22).
These include the improvement and expansion of vocational training according to the needs of
the future labour market, especially by introducing an apprenticeship system, and economic
growth strategies which create more job opportunities for young people, The importance of
economic growth for the highly varying youth unemployment rates in the EU is shown in
Figure 1. This figure also supports the view that the extremely high youth unemployment in
Greece cannot be effectively reduced by subminimum wages for young people.

Figure 1: Correlation between the change of the nominal GDP (in percentage points)
and the increase in youth unemployment (15 to 24 years) (in percentage points) between
2008 and 2015 in the EU member states
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(3) Extension of collective agreements
Only in six EU member states there are no legal rules about extension. In two of these six
countries (Denmark and Sweden), the wide coverage by collective agreements is due to the
high trade union density in these countries, and it is already so high that such an instrument is
not needed.
The majority of the EU-member states has legal provisions to extend collective agreements.
In some countries these provisions are frequently used for most sectoral agreements, in other
countries the extension mechanism is only used in some industries. Other countries, finally,
have functional equivalents to an extension mechanism which we partly already described in
the section on the determination of minimum wages. As can be seen in Table 1 there has been
considerable change in the availability of this instrument for the social partners since the
recent crisis as a result of administrative suspension in some cases and regulatory changes in
others.
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40,0%

Table 1: Use of extension of collective agreements in EU28, Norway and Switzerland

* Only in sectors and professions that are not members of the Austrian Economic Chamber.
Source: ILO (2016a: 10).
Because of concerns that “insiders” try to generalize their collective agreements at the
expense of “outsiders”, in all countries the extension is conditional on defined procedures and
additional criteria of representativeness of the bargaining partners or of public interest. The
procedures may require the involvement of other parties like a tripartite Commission in
Croatia or Switzerland, or the Central Bargaining Committee in Germany. The criteria of
representativeness require a certain size of unions across the country (Bulgaria, Norway) or of
employers (Spain), a certain percentage of votes in workplace elections (Luxemburg, France)
or a certain percentage of coverage (Netherlands 55%, Bulgaria 25%, Finland, Slovenia,
Switzerland, Portugal and Germany 50%). Some countries have additional rules for sectors
with less developed collective bargaining and lower representativeness. In these cases,
extension is possible if there is a defined “public Interest” like in Germany, Croatia, France,
and the Netherlands. In Norway a public interest in especially seen in sectors with high levels
of foreign workers including posted workers, and in Switzerland in industries with high
turnover (such as hotel, tourism and services sectors), because there had been strong evidence
that in such industries it proved extremely difficult to develop autonomous collective
bargaining.

Exemptions from extension decisions -- for example for small or medium sized companies -are not known in the EU, since the main goal of the extension rule is to cover all employers
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and employees in one bargaining unit, including small and medium sized companies in which
the bargaining power of employees is low. The “public interest” criterion for the extension of
collective agreements has been introduced in some countries with the special focus on small
and medium sized companies.
The use of the extension mechanism is high as can be seen in Figure 2. It clearly increases and
stabilizes the coverage by collective agreements, while creating incentives for employer’s to
join an employers’ association. Since employers do not have the possibility to opt-out they
rather join the employer’s association to have a voice in the negotiations.
In the literature on industrial relations it is often seen that also the scope of collective
bargaining can be broadened with the help of the extension mechanism. Agreements on new
issues like levy systems for apprentices, further training or occupational pensions can only be
implemented with the erga omnes rule to avoid free-rider-positions (like poaching of trained
workers) or competitive disadvantages of the covered companies. It can also help to
modernize industries for example by introducing new compromises on working time
flexibility and pay scales which are then implemented at a large scale and not firm by firm.
Figure 2: Collective bargaining coverage and extension EU 28, Norway and Switzerland

Source: ILO (2016: 11)
(4) Favourability principle
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In most European countries collective agreements end up being legally binding. As a
complement there is the favourability principle that requires collective bargaining agreements
to be binding to the negotiating partners and apply to the employers and employees on whose
behalf the agreement is concluded. The binding character of the agreements is the
precondition for wholehearted negotiations without second thoughts of noncompliance after
the negotiations.
According to the ILO (2016), Bulgaria, Cyprus, Latvia, Malta and Romania do not allow
derogations from collective agreements. Most of the other countries leave it to the social
partners to define the specific conditions under which a derogation may be possible and the
specific labour standards from which can be deviated. A very recent law in France allows
derogations in working hours through company agreements. In the last two decades, in some
countries (e.g. Germany, Italy) the social partners agreed in some industries on so-called
opening or hard-ship clauses that allow temporary derogations from the collective agreement
if the company is in economic difficulties.
Opening or Hardship clauses in Germany
In the German engineering industry, for example, the company has to provide detailed
information on its economic situation. Normally the union -- not the works council -- has
to sign any deviating agreement. An evaluation of around 850 of such deviating
company agreements in Germany shows that in most cases this leads to a “negotiated
decentralization” since the unions negotiated, in return (quid pro quo) for concessions in
working hours and wages, guarantees of continuity of the location, of absence of
dismissals and/or investments promises in equipment or skills. IG Metall monitored
these deviations thoroughly and could make sure that mostly only companies in
economic difficulties made use of these derogations and went back to the agreed
standards after the termination of such agreements (Lehndorff and Haipeter 2011).

It seems, however, difficult to assume that this good experience can be transferred to
industries and countries with many small and medium sized companies and weak employee
representation at the company level. In such an environment the employees may remain
unprotected without the favourability principle, as it seems to be the case in Greece with the
deviating agreements signed by the so-called “associations of persons”, employee
representatives without bargaining power.

(5) The duration, time extension and after-effects of collective agreements
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In most EU countries the duration of the agreements is agreed upon by the social partners
themselves (for example Austria, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Hungary, Ireland,
Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, UK) (ILO 2016a). In many
countries, the social partners have more than one agreement in one bargaining unit, with a
different duration depending on the content of these agreements. In Germany for example
wage agreements usually have a duration of one to 2 years while agreements on big reforms,
like the introduction of a new joint pay scale for white and blue collar workers, have an
unlimited duration and are only renegotiated if one party gives notice. Interventions on the
freedom of social partners to decide on the duration of collective agreements reduce indirectly
the scope of negotiations.
In most European countries, the duration of the time-extension is much longer than in Greece.
In Germany, in the case of ending the membership in a union or an employers´ association, it
is unlimited, until the rules of the collective agreement are changed. In Portugal, where
unlimited duration existed as a general rule, the minimum duration of time extension is now
12 months and, if a collective bargaining process takes place, it can be extended to 18 months.
In Spain, since the legislative reform in 2012, the time extension of collective agreements has
a normal duration of one year. On the other hand, the scope of the after-effect – the “acquired
rights” that remain in the sphere of each employee beyond the termination of the collective
agreement, i. e. after the end of the time extension – is generally defined by the parties
themselves, and law only intervenes when there is no agreement on the issue (e. g. Portugal,
Spain, Germany). An imperative restriction by law excluding most of the clauses from the
after-effect does not belong to the European regulatory models in this field.
The analysis of European practices on minimum wages and collective bargaining brings us to
conclude that
the determination of the minimum wage through the social partners is not unknown in
Europe and is definitely a good practice if the social partners trust each other
the age threshold of the youth subminimum wage is unusual and unnecessarily high in
Greece
the extension of collective agreements is common and an accepted practice in Europe
and increases the incentives of employers to join employers’ associations in order to
have a voice in the negotiations
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the favourability principle is the guiding principle in European collective bargaining;
derogations are increasingly accepted when the social partners determine the inherent
conditions and procedures
it is common practice that the social partners decide on the duration of the collective
agreements; the time extension is generally longer than 3 months and the after-effect is
not limited in its scope.
Our general conclusion that the traditional Greek model is not exceptional in the EU. It has
many similarities with the Belgian, German and Finish models. It also worked well in the
past. The Greek social partners always found a compromise on minimum wages without
going to arbitration and without provoking state intervention. Another conclusion of us is that
the extension of collective agreements is a widely and successfully used instrument in the EU.
It has been weakened or abolished mainly in countries in crisis to bring down wages in a short
time, which, however, is not a recommendable recipe for a sustainable system of collective
bargaining in a process of economic recovery.

3.4.5 Main results of comparative research on the impact of collective bargaining
All relevant studies on the impact of collective bargaining on wage dispersion demonstrate
that wage inequality is lower in countries with multi-employer bargaining and high-level
minimum wages. A recent study of the IMF on the impact of different wage-setting
procedures found that “the erosion of labour market institutions in the advanced economies is
associated with an increase of income inequality” (Jaumotte and Buitron 2015: 27). The
recent developments in Greece confirm these findings.
The changes to the Greek system of collective bargaining were driven by the consideration
that a decentralization of the wage setting system would increase labour market flexibility and
boost job creation. The higher income inequality was regarded as the price which
unfortunately had to be paid for better employment outcomes.
The empirical comparative research on the impacts of collective bargaining does, however,
not support the assumption of such a simple nexus between decentralization and economic
efficacy. The main results of some of the most recent studies and reviews of existing
empirical studies (ILO 2016b; Hayter and Weinberg 2011; Braakmann and Brandl 2016;
Eurofound 2015; Traxler, Blaschke and Kittel 2001) are:
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- The efficacy of centralized and coordinated wage-setting-systems is higher than of
fragmented, uncoordinated and decentralized systems. Criteria for efficacy were mainly the
reduction of unemployment, real wage increases in line with productivity growth, income
distribution and productivity effects.
- The articulation between different levels of bargaining and the governability of the whole
system is more important than a single institution for sustainability, flexibility and
performance.
The statistically highly sophisticated studies on the economic impacts of national collective
bargaining systems do often not explain the reasons for the positive outcomes of coordinated
wage systems. Country and industry case studies on industrial relations have opened this
“black box” and help us to understand these reasons. Collective agreements with a high
coverage or general applicability:
- create a levelled playing field for companies. They can invest in skills and retain
experienced employees by paying decent wages without being undercut by competitors who
are not covered by a collective agreement;
- direct the competition between companies from wage reductions to improvements of the
work organization and quality of the products or services;
- reduce transaction costs for companies in creating accepted procedures for setting labour
standards. This is especially helpful for small and medium sized companies without own
human resource departments and/or tight financial resources;
- establish social peace by the creation of accepted social norms;
- create incentives for employers to join employers’ organizations in order to have a voice in
collective bargaining;
-

enlarge the distributional coalitions and increases the probability that macro-effects on

employment and inflation are taken into account;
- reduce bureaucracy in the economy by adapting labour standards to the specific needs of
different industries and unburden the state from interventions in wage setting;
- extend the scope and the time horizon of collective bargaining. This supports negotiations
on new issues like skill improvement, innovation or productivity growth;
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- may help to reduce the gender pay gap if the social partners agree on this issue and
proactively undertake joint efforts to reduce this gap;
- helps implementing the principle of equal pay for equal work across sectors and the whole
economy;
- improves the social protection of vulnerable workers who do not have bargaining power.
Research also shows that these positive impacts do not come automatically. With defensive
actors centralized and coordinated collective bargaining might for example remain narrow in
scope and be concentrated only on short-term distributional issues. Therefore, positive
outcomes can only be expected when:
- strong, representative and reasonable social partners take into account the needs of different
groups of employees as well as of different types of companies especially the needs of
SME’s;
- social partners develop trust so that they negotiate in good faith;
- social partners undertake joint efforts to include new issues on the bargaining table like the
integration of young people, productivity, innovation, growth, skill enhancement and gender
equality;
- the state unambiguously supports collective bargaining through a stable regulatory
framework.
This short overview of the recent research shows that countries have choices and that there is
no inevitable trade-off between inequality and employment. It also shows that coordinated
wage-setting systems have better outcomes than fragmented collective bargaining as in the
present Greek system. These positive outcomes, however, are not the automatic by-product of
formal regulations but require committed pro-active actors and a stable, reliable and
innovative institutional framework. It is also known from best practices, especially in the
Northern European countries, that the state plays an important role in the creation of an
innovative environment which encourages the social partners to extend the scope of
negotiations on new issues like productivity or skill improvement.

3.4.6 Our findings
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In our analysis of the Greek labour market and the system of collective bargaining, as well as
in the hearings with experts from the government and the representatives of unions and
employers´ associations at national and industry level, we came to the following conclusions:
- The trust between social partners is high in Greece. This has been expressed by the social
partners with very strong emphasis and independently from each other. Such openly
expressed exceptional high trust cannot be found in many other countries and is not a
secondary matter in a difficult social and economic situation as in Greece today. This trust is a
valuable social capital and an indispensable resource of all future growth strategies.
- The needs of the small and medium sized companies are taken into account. Big companies
are not dominating in collective bargaining and setting unaffordable labour standards for
SME’s.
- The social partners are understanding the difficult situation of the Greek economy and they
are willing to take responsibility without going back to the old system.
We, however, have also concluded that:
- the scope of collective bargaining in Greece, compared to other European countries, is
relatively narrow and does not sufficiently include new issues like lifelong learning,
integration of young people, working time flexibility, reduction of the gender pay gap,
improvements of work life balance or productive improvements.
- the “National General Labour Collective Agreement 2014” is a promising step forward with
its declared interest to cooperate on new issues like Vocational Training, Social Welfare,
Competitiveness, Entrepreneurship and Innovation which, however, still have to be
substantiated and implemented. This, however, depends also on the substantiation and
implementation of a long term skill and growth strategy of the Greek state.
- white and blue collar employees are not always treated equally.
- the gender gap in the economy is high (ILO 2013).
- pay depends too much on seniority, which discriminates against young employees and may
also disadvantage older employees if they compete with cheaper younger employees on the
labour market -- which is increasingly the case in the hyper-flexible Greek labour market with
its high turnover. However, we agree that work experience in a company or a sector helps
accumulating knowledge and skills and improving productivity. Pay increases according to
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improved productivity are not only rewarding higher productivity but also helping companies
in retaining experienced workers.

Changing the content of a collective agreement and extending its scope has to be negotiated
by the social partners themselves. They have to agree on these issues themselves and develop
specific solutions for the Greek labour market. This is crucial for the acceptance of such
changes by the companies and the employees and the precondition of a successful
implementation of new modernized labour standards.

3.4.7 The legal framework for the recommendations
The guiding principles on wages are contained in the European Social Charter which refers to
the “right of workers to such remunerations as will give them and their families a decent
standard of living” (art. 4 § 1). The Community Charter of Fundamental Social Rights of
Workers (1989) states that an “equitable wage” is a basic social right (art. 5). The EU Charter
of Fundamental Rights clearly declares that “every worker has the right to working conditions
which respect his/her health, safety and dignity” (art. 31 § 1).
The ILO-Conventions n. 26 (1928) and 131 (1970) provide for criteria which should be
observed when fixing the minimum wage: the needs of workers and their families, the general
level of wages in the country, the cost of living, social security benefits and the living
standard of other social groups.
With regard to collective bargaining, no explicit guarantee can be found in the Greek
Constitution. However, article 22 § 2 of the Constitution mentions collective agreements and
art. 23 § 1 obliges the State to protect trade union rights. Art. 23 § 2 guarantees the right to
strike exercised by the trade unions; as a general rule they use it within the framework of
collective bargaining. In addition, as for other EU Member States Greece is surrounded by a
huge set of rules on collective autonomy at European and international levels.
EU level:
Art. 28 of the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights guarantees the right to collective bargaining
stemming
a) from art. 6 of the European Social Charter providing specific measures “with a view to
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ensuring the effective exercise of the right to bargain collectively“ and
b) from the right to negotiate and conclude collective agreements in art.12 of the
European Community Charter of 1989.
International level:
ILO Convention n. 98/1949 on the application of principles of the rights to organize and to
bargaining collectively. They include a reference to a duty of states to “encourage and
promote the full development and utilization of a machinery for voluntary negotiation
between employers or employer’s organizations and unions with a view to regulation of terms
and conditions of employment by means of collective agreements” (art.4).
ILO Convention n.150/1978 on the obligation of the States to make arrangements “to secure,
within the system of labour administration, consultation, cooperation and negotiations
between public authorities and the most representative organizations of employers and
workers or, where appropriate, employers and workers representatives” (art.5 § 2).
ILO Convention n. 151/1978 concerning the protection of the above rights for public services
imposes on the States the duty “to encourage and promote the full development and utilization
of machinery for negotiation of terms and conditions of employment between authorities
concerned and public employees organizations or of such other methods as will allow
representatives of public employees to participation in determination of these matters” (art.7).
ILO Convention n. 154/1981 gives a large definition of collective bargaining as implying: “all
negotiations which take place between an employer, a group of employers or one or more
employers’ organizations on the one hand, and one or more workers’ organization on the
other, for
- determining working conditions and terms of employment and /or
- regulating labour relations between employers and workers and/ or
- regulating relations between employers or their organizations and workers´ organizations”
The same Convention states that “national practices may determine to which the term
‘collective bargaining’ also extends, for the purpose of this Convention, to negotiations with
these representatives” (art.3(1) and in this case “appropriate measures shall be taken,
wherever necessary, to ensure that the existence of these representatives is not used to
undermine the position of the workers´ organizations concerned” (art. 3 §2).
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ILO Recommendation n.91 (1951) states that appropriate machinery must be established “to
negotiate, conclude, revise and renew collective agreements” (art. 1(1). It differs from the
former Convention as regards the definition of the parties to collective agreements including
among the negotiators also ”in the absence of such an organization, the representatives of the
workers duly elected and authorized by them in accordance with national law and regulations
“ (art. 2 §1) .
ILO Recommendation n.163 declares that members must take all measures “to facilitate the
establishment and growth, on a voluntary basis, of free, independent and representative
employers’ and workers´ organizations recognized for the purpose of collective bargaining”
(art.2). According to this Recommendation collective bargaining is possible at any level
including that of establishment, undertaking, branch of activity, industry or at regional or
national level.
Autonomous collective bargaining is an essential element of the European social model. It is
not only a source of provisions elaborated by free social partners, but also one of the Core
Labour Standards binding all ILO-Member States. It serves as an instrument in facilitating the
implementation and application of the law of the European Union (e. g. art. 11 Directive
2002/14/EC). But still more important is the fact that it is an essential part of democracy by
giving working people a say. It is an instrument of participation in economic decision making,
composed by substantial and procedural features and not just instrumental in reaching
economic efficiency. This was confirmed by the European Court of First Instance in its
decision of 17 June 1998 (Case T-135/96).
Collective autonomy cannot be ignored or brushed aside in the preparation of measures to
respond to situations of economic, financial and social crisis. An economic emergency cannot
justify a “state of exception” in relation to such a fundamental principle of all European
regulatory systems. The structural role of collective autonomy is recognized not only by
international and EU law but also by the written and unwritten constitutions of the EUMember States.

3.4.8 The recommendations
The changes in the regulatory framework of the minimum wage and collective bargaining
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since 2010 in Greece were mainly driven by short-term considerations to effect an internal
devaluation. The internal devaluation was effected (a) by direct interventions in wage setting,
and (b) by weakening the institutions of national and industry-wide collective bargaining to
bring back wages into competition. The major instruments were: the reduction of the
minimum wage and elimination of collective bargaining on the issue, the abolition of the
principle of favourability, the abolition of the prerogative of unions in negotiating derogations
at establishment level, restricting time-extension and the scope of the after-effect of collective
agreements, the temporary suspension of the extension mechanism, weakening of the
arbitration mechanism, and direct interventions in public collective agreements to cut agreed
wages.
The former hierarchy of norms, with the predominance of national and sectoral agreements
was abolished and company-level bargaining or unilateral decisions of employers not being
members of an employers´ organization became the dominant mechanism of wage setting.
The impact of these interventions on wages was extremely strong. Between 2009 – 2013,
average wages fell substantially. The intended internal devaluation was reached in a very
short period. The negative side effects were a substantial increase of income inequality and
increasing levels of poverty. In addition, the coverage by collective agreements decreased
substantially and the social partners were weakened so much that they lost their capacity to set
wages in the labour market.
With the current national rules, the erosion of national and sectoral collective bargaining has
not come to an end and will even continue the next years, since employers are less and less
able to sign collective agreements if not all companies of a sector are covered. In consequence
inequality and poverty might even increase above the already high levels of today.
The changes of the minimum wage and the collective bargaining system in the last years can
be characterized as a unilateral and defensive reaction to the crisis. After many short-term
interventions in the Greek labour market during the last years, the necessary return to a longterm growth path requires a stable regulatory framework. Such a strategy requires strong,
representative social partners, institutional stability and links of collective bargaining and
social dialogue with a growth strategy.
The regulatory framework of minimum wages and collective bargaining needs to be
revitalized and state interventions in areas that belong to the freedom of negotiation should
come to an end. This is the precondition to enable the social partners to negotiate on the above
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mentioned new topics as well as on the reduction of the unacceptable high levels of income
inequality and poverty, to release SME’ from transaction costs and to create a stable
environment for investors as well as for the employees and their families.
On the base of these considerations, we propose the following changes of the legal framework
for minimum wages and collective bargaining:
Recommendation 5: The social partners should decide on the increases of the Minimum
Wage after consultations with independent experts taking into account the situation of
the Greek economy and the prospects for productivity, prices, competitiveness,
employment

and

unemployment,

incomes

and

wages.

Their

agreement

has

automatically an erga omnes effect.
The involvement of the social partners in fixing the minimum wage is normal practice in
Europe and many countries outside of Europe. This involvement is necessary, since the social
partners are the best informed actors on the needs of employees and the affordable minimum
wage levels for companies across the industries. According to different national traditions and
wage systems, the involvement of social partners in the minimum wage setting has taken
different forms in the EU. In some countries, social partners decide on the level of the
minimum wage and the state implements it by statutory order. In other countries, social
partners are consulted, but the final decision on the increases is taken by the state, like in
France. Both models are in line with the ILO convention No 131 (Minimum Wage Fixing
Convention, 1970).
There is no evidence that one model is superior to the other. Research shows, however, how
closely the models are linked to the different history and architecture of national wage
systems. The state mostly plays a stronger role in determining the minimum wage in countries
where collective bargaining is weak and/or social partners have low trust in each other and are
not willing to take jointly such responsibility. If social partners trust each other, one side will
not block reasonable wage increases. The instrument of the Minimum Wage is protected
against arbitrary political interventions and it will increase smoothly according to the
economic conditions.
In the hearings of our commission with the social partners in Athens, both sides agreed
unanimously that they would like to negotiate the minimum wage again in the future. We
were concerned that probably the interests of small and medium sized companies were not
sufficiently taken into account. The representatives of the employers’ organizations and
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especially those with many members from small firms assured us that their interests were
taken into account and they often were the mediators between the unions and other employers.
All organizations of the social partners agreed that these negotiations had taken place in full
trust in the past and that this trust still exists. They also expressed their view that the
economic situation has changed and that a fast return to pre-crisis minimum-wage levels, and
increases of the minimum wage like before 2009, would not be recommendable nor possible
in the near future.
To make sure that the situation of the Greek economy is taken into account, a consultation
process with independent experts – as already fixed in Law 4172/2013 - should preceed the
decision of the social partners.
Recommendation 6: The youth subminimum wage will be replaced by a subminimum
experience rate of 90% in the first year of work experience and 95% in the second year
of work experience. Apprentices and students in internships of up to three months which
are formalized in their curricula are exempted. The social partners decide on the
pertinent subminimum wages and their increases.
Subminimum wages for inexperienced people are justified as long as they are still learning on
the job; the lower wages reflect their lower productivity. In this way, the transition from
school to work can be facilitated. For legal reasons, we prefer a subminimum wage related to
work experience instead of age although in practice mostly young people will receive this
subminimum wage.
EU legislation prohibits discriminations based on (young or old) age. The European Court of
Justice had to decide whether the German collective agreement (CA) for the public service
was compatible with this principle: The CA had defined the salaries of newly hired persons
according to their age. An employee starting to work at the age of 21 earned less than another
person hired at the age of 27 both having no professional experience and doing the same job.
The ECJ decided that there was discrimination for reasons of age (ECJ 8 September 2011 – C
297/10, C-298/10 – Hennigs). There is a high probability that the Court will decide in the
same way, if the concrete case does not deal with clauses in a collective agreement but with a
statutory subminimum wage based on age; the problem of an unequal starting point is the
same.
This view is confirmed by a new study requested by the Committee on Constitutional Affairs
of the European Parliament dealing with the role of the European Social Charter in the
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process of implementation of the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights (de Schutter, 2016). It
refers to a decision of the European Committee of Social Rights which expressed the opinion
that the Greek subminimum wage might violate article 4 § 1 of the Social Charter
guaranteeing a decent wage and then continued (de Schutter, op.cit. p. 34): “In addition,
because ´the extent of the reduction in the minimum wage, and the manner in which it is
applied to all workers under the age of 25, is disproportionate even when taking into account
the serious economic crisis facing Greece´, the Committee considered that this measure,
though it was introduced with the aim of encouraging the entry of young workers in the
employment market, led to a discrimination on grounds of age, in violation of the reference to
non-discrimination made in the preamble of the 1961 Charter.”
Work experience is an objective reason used also in economic argumentation of subminimum
wages to facilitate the transition from education to work. In addition, age is a less reliable
indicator of work experience than in the past when most young people entered the labour
market after secondary education. With the extension of higher education, and in periods of
high unemployment, many young people enter the labour market later than in the past. If they
are older than 25 years in their first job, they are entitled to get the adult rate of the minimum
wage although they have no work experience; this could make their transition into the labour
market quite difficult.
The social partners will have to bear in mind that article 4 § 1 of the European Social Charter
has to be respected even in defining the wages of inexperienced workers.
The planned implementation of an apprenticeship system in Greece should not be hindered by
the minimum wage regime. Companies will not engage in dual training and recruit
apprentices if the costs are too high. At present the minimum wage for apprentices is set at
75% of the subminimum wage for young people for six hours of work a day. The social
partners should decide on the concrete amount of the training allowances in the future. Article
4 § 1 of the European Social Charter does not apply in such a case.
Recommendation 7: Representative collective agreements can be extended by the state
on the demand of one of the negotiating parties at sectoral or occupational level.
Collective agreements are representative if 50% of the employees in the bargaining unit
are covered. The government and the social partners establish an administrative system
for a reliable monitoring of the number of employees. In the case of severe problems in
the respective labour market (high turnover, high share of low wage earners, distortion
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of competition) or in the case of another public interest (introduction of an
apprenticeship system, etc.) extensions are also possible. The decision on the extension of
an agreement is taken by the Minister of Labour after having consulted the social
partners.
Collective agreements that extend beyond the immediate workplace or company level are
rightly seen as one of the unique institutional features of the European social model. Our
proposal is informed by good practice in many European countries. An extension because of a
“public interest” also follows European best practice to guarantee decent wages in only
loosely organized parts of the labour market, in which unions and employers are unable to
develop stable industrial relations, and to encourage agreements in new fields (an
occupational pension system, levy system for apprentices etc.). Such new agreements are in
the general interest and only work if all companies in an industry are covered.
Recommendation 8: Wage agreements made at lower level cannot undercut
national/sectoral agreements made at a higher level (favourability principle). The social
partners, however, should agree on opening clauses on specified issues which allow
temporary derogations from sectoral or occupational agreements (but not from
statutory standards) in the case of urgent economic and/or financial needs of the
company. Derogations can only be agreed upon by the social partners who signed the
respective agreement.
The favourability principle guarantees that the labour standard agreed at national or sectoral
and occupational level becomes the dominant norm and creates a level playing field for
companies. This is the precondition for stable multi-employer collective bargaining and the
dominant norm in the European Union. It creates incentives for employers to join an
employers´ organization to have a voice in collective bargaining. The representativeness of
collective bargaining will be improved. Without this principle, opting-out and/or a
fragmentation of collective bargaining becomes the normal case.
In times of a severe company, industry or national economic crisis, however, temporary
deviations from these norms might help companies to survive and return to profitability.
Therefore, the possibility of derogations through so-called opening- or hardship clauses has
been practiced by social partners in some EU countries. The conditions for these derogations
must be strict, since otherwise permanent opt-out from collective agreements would become
the norm, resulting in an erosion of collective agreements. Therefore, we propose that
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derogations must have the approval of the unions and employers´ organizations which signed
the respective agreement and are allowed only temporarily. The social partners should specify
the issues, procedures and the time horizon of derogations. If they do not agree, arbitration is
possible in the same way as in other cases of collective bargaining.

Recommendation 9: The time extension, the after-effect and the duration of collective
agreements are decided by the social partners themselves. If they do not take a decision
on the first point, the time extension will be six months; if the second point is not
regulated by collective agreement, the after-effect includes all agreed labour standards;
if the third point is not regulated by a collective agreement, the latter can be terminated
with a notice of three months.
The reduction of the time extension to three months creates an unnecessary pressure on the
social partners to negotiate a new collective agreement which can be a very complicated
matter. As to the after-effect, it has been shown above that in most European countries its
scope is much wider. In Germany the after-effect is unlimited until the old agreement is
replaced by a new one. In Portugal, where the same rule existed, the minimum duration of the
after-effect is 12 months and, if a collective bargaining process takes place, it can be extended
to 18 months. In Spain, following the legislative reform in 2012, the after-effect of collective
agreements has a normal extension of one year.
Strict limits on the duration of collective agreements intervene in the freedom to negotiate of
the social partners. Especially if they bargain on the new issues we mentioned above, there
might be the need for collective agreements with a much longer duration. For example,
agreements in Germany on the step-by-step reduction of seniority pay in the public service,
the introduction of joint pay scales for white and blue collar workers in the chemical and in
the metal industies have an unlimited duration if neither of the partners gives notice. In our
view, the social partners should be free to define the duration of the collective agreement and
the notice periods and procedures.
It makes sense to conclude wage agreements, especially in a turbulent environment, only for
one year. However, even a shorter period may be desired by both sides in order to try a new
rule or to have some framework conditions clarified after some months. Agreements on other
issues than wages can be implemented only over a longer period and only under the condition
of a stable and reliable regulatory framework. The existing strict time limits have the side
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effects of preventing social partners from concluding more innovative, forward-looking
agreements.
Recommendation 10: If social partners cannot reach an agreement, the terms of an
agreement may be established through arbitration preferably when both social partners
agree on this. Unilateral arbitration should be the last resort as it is an indication of a
lack of trust. The system of arbitration was renewed recently and should be evaluated at
the latest within two years to assess its role in collective bargaining.
According to the Supreme Court of Greece (Areios Pagos, Decision 25/2004), the unilateral
right to arbitration for trade unions is guaranteed by the Greek Constitution. This principle
provides both parties with the possibility to balance their opposing interests for the sake of
industrial peace.
During the 1992-2008 period, arbitration decisions were widely used and were the basis for
one in four occupational and sectoral agreements and for one in 20 enterprise collective
agreements. Employers are critical that the arbitration system exhibits a ‘shadow effect’ in
terms of the substance of voluntary negotiations, limiting the agenda of bargaining. Unions
see the role of arbitration as having been an important instrument for addressing two issues.
The first was the general lack of union representation in the private sector that would then
have provided the basis for effective mechanism for the determination of wages and other
terms and conditions of employment. In this respect, the arbitration system acted, in effect, as
a mechanism to promote inclusiveness. The second issue concerned the high share of small
and medium-sized enterprises in the Greek economy, where trade unions have been
traditionally weak or mostly even absent: in this case, the arbitration system was seen as a
means for protecting the economy from the development of competition on the basis of labour
costs. In 2014, the Greek Council of State held that the abolition of the unilateral right to
arbitration was unconstitutional.
Under the new legislation, the unilateral right to arbitration was re-instated. Furthermore, new
procedures were introduced for the adjudication of disputes, including the following: where
the application for arbitration was submitted unilaterally, the adjudication of the dispute
would take place through a 3-member arbitration committee (and not a single arbitrator);
additional business-related information should be submitted, including changes in the
competitiveness, in unit labour costs and the economic situation of weak performing
companies in the sector; appeal procedures were introduced, involving a 5-member committee
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within OMED at a first level, but also the civil courts.
Following the decision by the Council of State and the introduction of legislation re-instating
the unilateral right to arbitration (albeit with certain changes in the arbitration process), the
number of arbitration decisions started to pick up in respect of sectoral and occupational
agreements, but not to the extent as before 2010.

On the basis of the decision by the Greek Council of State that re-affirmed the constitutional
recognition of the unilateral right to arbitration, the fact that the changes in the arbitration
procedures were introduced only recently and the empirical evidence suggesting that trade
unions have so far been cautious in using the amended procedures, it would not be advisable
to consider further changes too quickly. Therefore, we propose a proper evaluation of the
actual functioning and concrete implications of the new arbitration procedure by the end of
2018.
In addition, we formulate two recommendations which, by their nature and content, do not
require specific justification beyond what is apparent from the considerations developed in
this report.
Recommendation 11: The social partners should negotiate on the issues of seniority pay,
equal treatment of white and blue collar workers, life-long learning, productivity and
innovation and the integration of young people, considering the critical comments
contained in this report. Since some of these issues are closely linked with strategies of
the state to modernize the Greek economy and to improve the vocational training
system, the strengthening of a genuine and constructive tripartite social dialogue is
necessary. Within this framework a discussion about trade union law problems can be
useful. In this field, we see, however, no contradiction with EU law and practices.
Recommendation 12: The Public Employment Services should also consider developing
its efforts towards greater activation of the unemployed and attracting more vacancies
from firms, including through well-designed hiring subsidies avoiding deadweight which
are supported by the European Social Fund.
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4. Recommendations of Juan Jimeno and Pedro Silva Martins

4.1 Principles
We think that any policy recommendations should consider the objectives at stake, the
balance of trade-offs between them, and the relevant restrictions that condition the feasibility
and the effectiveness of the proposed measures to achieve the objectives. Given the mandate
of the Group of Independent Experts, in our case there are primary objectives, auxiliary
guidelines, and stringent constraints derived from the challenging situation of the Greek
economy and the very poor outcomes on the Greek labour market.

4.1.1 Objectives
The primary objectives of our recommendations are to facilitate inclusive labour markets,
economic efficiency and growth, and social equity. In other words, this means that all people
of working age should be encouraged to participate in paid work, and firms have incentives to
create employment opportunities to all groups. There should be sufficient productivity growth
so that there is development of employment conditions and living standards, as the income
and wealth generated by growth are distributed in an equitable manner.
Functional labour markets play a key role in the achievement of productivity growth and
social equity. Income inequality mainly comes from the differences in employment status,
rather than from wage inequality. Social partnership is crucial to negotiate a socially balanced
distribution of income in the labour market. Labour market regulations have, however, also a
strong influence on employment and its distribution amongst different population groups.
Therefore, the focus of mature labour market regulations, including collective bargaining,
should also be to increase economic growth and productivity as well as to enhance the skills
of the workforce.
4.1.2 Auxiliary guidelines
Under the framework of the European Social Model and ILO norms, there is some consensus
on how the objectives above can be better serviced. A high concern for social cohesion, a very
active role of representative social partners, the cooperation between them and Government in
the management of labour market policies, are guidelines that rank high under this approach.
Concerning the issues covered by the mandate of this group (industrial actions, collective
dismissals, minimum wages, and collective bargaining), the subsidiarity principle stresses the
need of a flexible framework within which representative social partners could adapt labour
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standards and find solutions which are adequate to the needs of different industries,
companies and workers.
For this framework to be successful, i.e. compatible with the sufficient achievement of the
objectives sketched above, there should be representative unions and employer’s associations,
with a balanced bargaining power, that are ready to take responsibility and risks. It is also
necessary that they agree on a stable regulatory framework that provides a favourable
environment for long-term- investment decisions of companies, as well as the planning by
families for their future including many decisions on the investments in their own education
and training, as well as in the education of their children.
The mandate also asked the Group of Independent Experts to tailor recommendations to “best
practices” from other countries in Europe. However, specific labour market arrangements
cannot simply be adopted from other countries without due regard to the specific
circumstances facing the specific country. Labour market institutions interact with each other
(Boeri and Van Ours, 2013) and their effects depend very much on the whole institutional
framework (including other regulations, like product market regulation, and policies, such as
fiscal, monetary, tax, and social policies). Considerable importance among the latter should be
attached to education, training, and innovation policies, and unemployment insurance
schemes, as well as active labour market policies. Therefore, there is the need to develop an
integrated, comprehensive, and fully consistent approach with helps to create positive
interactions between renewed labour market institutions and other institutions and policies.
Moreover, this approach has to take into account the overall situation and some structural
elements of the Greek economy.
4.1.3. Constraints
The Greek membership of the Eurozone monetary union led to a period of significant
economic growth. However, this was also underpinned by low productivity growth and
resulted in losses of competitiveness and very high current account imbalances. Thus,
following the financial and debt crises of 2008 and 2010, the Greek economy experienced a
record recession, including extremely high unemployment (in particular in terms of youth and
long-term unemployment) and outmigration. Despite the significant reductions in prices and
salaries since 2011, competitiveness has not yet been fully restored.
For recovering growth, reforming labour market institutions is necessary but not sufficient.
They are only one of the ingredients of a much wider economic program. Other reforms
should also be high in the agenda, in particular product market reforms. However, the lack of
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progress on other fronts should not be taken as a justification for reneging on the goal of
improving the functioning of the labour market.
Although since 2010 a significant number of labour market reforms were implemented, and
some of them were justified in terms of improving the functioning of the Greek labour
markets, it was unfortunate that they had to be introduced in crisis times. The result is that
some of them have not yet delivered fully and, on the contrary, since they were mostly
targeted at accelerating wage adjustments rather than enhancing productivity, they might have
backfired, by intensifying the fall in employment and wages needed to restructure the Greek
economy. In fact, these reforms accelerated restructuring to an extent that employment losses
amount to around 15% since 2008.
International assistance did little to complement restructuring efforts in the Greek economy
with the productivity-enhancing measures and widening of the social benefits needed to
somehow protect the population from all the sufferings attached to the adjustment. Noticeable
shortcomings in education and training remain. Admittedly, productivity enhancing reforms
should be led by the government of a country, regardless, or on top, of the reforms advocated
by international lenders, as it is difficult if not impossible for international lenders to design
and monitor reforms across several, heterogeneous product market sectors. Nevertheless,
labour market measures advocated by international institutions may have put too much
emphasis on wage adjustments and too little on productivity-enhancing measures.
As of today, and following this unfortunate sequence of events, there are poor prospects for
growth. Given the limited ability to draw on domestic savings, the Greek economy is highly
dependent on foreign direct investment and external surpluses on its current account for
investment and growth. In this context, the development of a business-friendly environment
that adequately rewards firms that invest in sustainable, growth-promoting ventures – and
create jobs in the process – is extremely important so that Greece can come out from the
current recession. To reduce unemployment rates there is a great need for economic growth,
especially for young workers. Economic growth causes youth unemployment rates to go down
more quickly than adult unemployment rates, i.e. economic growth benefits more those who
need it the most (Van Ours, 2015). Also, reducing unemployment, both youth and overall,
would contribute to push economic growth. Nevertheless, it is important to bear in mind that
increasing economic growth and reducing unemployment go together and that both variables
are determined jointly, and neither of the two are policy choice instruments but the outcomes
of sensible macro policies and structural reforms. Thus, we disagree with interpretations that
consider the lack of economic growth as the cause of high unemployment (as it is done, for
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instance in Section 3.4.4. of this report, page 25, regarding the relationship between youth
unemployment rates and nominal GDP growth across a sample of countries).Appeals to
higher economic growth as “the” solution to the dismal situation of the Greek labour market
are of little use.
Other characteristics of the Greek productive sector also make it difficult to restore growth.
There is a very high proportion of micro/small firms and a very large informal sector. These
two facts are both causes and consequences of low productivity. They are also driven by tax
evasion at the same time that they lead to lower levels of tax collection (Artavanis et al.,
2016). These two aspects are also frequently associated with non-compliance with
employment law (even in the case of formal workers, not to mention that of undeclared work),
damaging the level playing fields in product markets that are so important for productivity
growth.
As for the social safety net, unemployment benefits in Greece are relatively weak, in terms of
both duration and, especially, amount. In fact, replacement ratios are low even immediately
after displacement. On the other hand, unemployment benefits are also poorly targeted in that
they are not focused on individuals with no other income and are instead in many cases
complemented with income from informal work. Other safety nets (assistance benefits,
means-testing programs) are almost inexistent.
Finally, the Public Employment Services (PES), which can play an important role in the good
functioning of the labour market, by promoting the matching of the unemployed with
vacancies as well as providing training to and activating the unemployed, also remain
underdeveloped. Despite the ongoing reforms of the PES, focused on the services delivered to
the unemployed (registration, processing of unemployment benefits, and profiling) several
challenges remain. One important challenge concerns the attraction of an increased number of
vacancies to the job centres, so that the latter can perform their intermediation role fully.
Another challenge concerns the lack of activation efforts to differentiate the unemployed that
are effectively out of work and searching for a job and the unemployed that are working in the
informal economy while receiving the unemployment benefit (Martins and Pessoa e Costa,
2014). Thus, even though it is not part of the mandate to the Group, we believe it is crucial to
start with the recommendation to improve the function of the Public Employment Services
given that the effectiveness of some of the other measures proposed below depend on the
good functioning of Active Labour Market Policies:
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Recommendation 12. The Public Employment Services should also consider developing
their efforts towards greater activation of the unemployed and attracting more
vacancies from firms, including through well-designed hiring subsidies supported by the
European Social Fund.

4.2 Collective action: Strikes and lockouts
The general principles regarding industrial actions are to bring closer the responsibility for
industrial conflicts to the bodies involved and to order the process in such a way that the
relative bargaining power of the parties are not substantially changed. Calling for a vote in the
production unit affected by strikes, organizing minimum services in case of strikes in public
utilities and essential services, and allowing for the possibility of lockout should be part of the
legislation of industrial action, always respecting the general principles outlined above. As to
the recommendations on collective action we agree with the other members of the Expert
Group:

Recommendation 1. Current Greek law has an extensive regulation on the procedures
for calling on strike. We do not see the need for stricter rules on strikes. It is up to the
Greek legislator to define the conditions of a legal strike by respecting the constitutional
framework.
Recommendation 2. We do not see any urgent reason to remove the prohibition of lockouts. The provisions on industrial conflict in Greece have established a balance of power
between employers and unions; its rules are accepted by both sides. The Greek legislator
may clarify that the employer is entitled not to pay non-striking workers if they cannot
continue to work because a strike is occurring in their enterprise or their establishment.

However, since the social partners in their joint declaration dated 19 July 2016 recognised the
needs of modernisation of the Law 1264/1982, there could be other implementation issues,
besides those expressed in the recommendations above, that may also require some
consideration. In particular, removing obstacles for bringing the decision and the
responsibility of the strike to the undertaking unit should also be part of the modernisation
efforts of the regulation on strikes and lock-outs.
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4.3 Collective dismissals and short-time work
We agree with the view in Section 3.3.1 (page 11) that stresses that: “Collective dismissal is
an instrument of the freedom of enterprise, which is particularly adjusted to situations of total
or partial termination of business activities, and to situations of economic difficulties which
require reorganization and urgent measures of cost reduction…The freedom of enterprise is
not an absolute right, and collective dismissal, without losing its potential of adjustment,
should not be a free resource for firms… Collective dismissals may be legitimate in situations
of structural changes, economic crisis or loss of competitiveness; for companies it may be an
instrument to survive or to restructure their business. Since collective dismissals often cause
substantial social problems, it must be required that firms explore all other adjustment
possibilities (like voluntary quits, internal replacement, cancelling of overtime work,
voluntary leaves and retraining of workers) in order to reduce the number of dismissals.
However, legislation should not prevent necessary collective dismissals, but rather impose
certain procedures (like ex ante check of the economic need, early information of unions,
obligation to negotiate a social plan, etc.). There should be an adequate time for negotiations
between the social partners. They should be supported in order to find alternative solutions or
to cushion the negative social outcomes by redundancy payments or by measures of active
labour market policy (placement, retraining) and regional politics (redevelopment of the
region or the sites).”

In fact, we would like to make this case stronger by pointing out that collective dismissals
play a very important role for sectoral and firm restructuring since they may be the more
effective way of dealing with permanent/structural changes that require employment
reshuffling across (or, in some cases, within) sectors. Short-time working schemes may be an
effective way of dealing with temporary shocks, but do not help with structural changes. The
alternatives to organised, institutionalised, collective dismissals are typically bankruptcy and
the liquidation of firms, which are even more harmful to workers and the economy at large.
The legal definition of collective dismissals is typically based on the ratio of dismissed
workers to firm’s total employment (or the absolute number of workers to be dismissed). In
the former case, if the corresponding thresholds are too low (in the standard settings in which
collective dismissals are more restrictive than individual dismissals), there will be less
restructuring, more individual dismissals, and more liquidations of firms. Investment – a
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critical aspect of the economic recovery of Greece, as pointed out above - may also suffer, as
exit costs imply entry barriers.
Ex-ante administrative approval of collective dismissals creates political and economic
problems.

Although

it

promotes

negotiations

between

employers

and

workers’

representatives, it also results in lower restructuring and higher adjustment costs for firms.
From a political perspective, it may be very costly to approve a collective dismissal, as the
politicians responsible would have to incur the short-run political costs of the dismissal but
not benefit from the medium- and long-run benefits from more investment, productivity and
employment. In most EU countries, ex-ante administrative approval of collective dismissals is
not required (there are only notification procedures). For instance, it has been recently
dismantled in Spain. An alternative to ex-ante administrative approval of collective
bargaining is ex-post monitoring (by labour courts). However, this may create additional
uncertainty about the restructuring process, which also adds to the adjustment costs.
The goal should be to make collective dismissals operative and used when needed, while
promoting social dialogue, reducing uncertainty and ensuring that firms internalise the costs
of the adjustment. Experience-rating schemes for financing unemployment benefits (based on
higher payroll taxes for firms that systematically engage in higher levels of worker turnover)
and making firms implement social and relocation plans for dismissed workers may be good
practices in this regard.
In sum, because of structural changes, economic crisis or loss of competitiveness, companies
may have to use collective dismissals to survive and to restructure their business. Since
collective dismissals often cause substantial social problems because many workers are
dismissed at the same time when reintegration is more difficult, it must be required that firms
explore all other adjustment possibilities (like voluntary quits, internal replacement and
retraining of workers, or temporary reduction of working hours -overtime, short-time work,
etc.) in order to reduce the number of dismissals. However, legislation should not prevent
collective dismissals, but rather impose certain procedures (like an ex ante check of the
economic need of the dismissals, early information of unions/works counsellors, advance
notices, obligation to negotiate a social plan, etc.), requiring adequate time for negotiations
between the social partners, supporting social partners to find alternative solutions of the
economic problems of the firm (for example by short-time schemes), and helping to cushion
the negative social outcomes by cash (redundancy payments) or in kind by active labour
market policy (placement, retraining) or regional policies (redevelopment of the region or the
sites). The current Greek system is unsatisfactory in many of these dimensions. In particular,
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it has been too restrictive and prevented many collective dismissals. Hence, our
recommendation on collective dismissals broadly agrees with the recommendation is Section
3.3.4. (page 13) but we would like it to be more precise in the following terms:
Recommendation 3. Collective dismissal should be regulated in view of its importance as
an operative instrument for adjustment of firms in times of crisis. Before implementing
a collective dismissal, employers should consult and bargain in good faith with workers‘
representatives. According to the economic possibilities of the enterprise, a social plan
should be established providing compensations for workers who are confronted with
unemployment for an uncertain period. Retraining should be offered to enhance the
chances of the affected workers in the labour market. The current system of ex-ante
administrative approval of collective dismissals has been too restrictive and should be
abolished. This revision is independent from the forthcoming views of the European
Court of Justice on this matter.
On the recommendation about short-time work we agree with the other members of the
Expert Group:
Recommendation 4. In temporary economic difficulties, short-time work can prevent
collective dismissals. Short-time work has to be flexible according to the still existing
needs of the enterprise. The employee has to get unemployment benefits from the labour
administration or the social security system as a compensation for the hours s/he could
not work. At the end of the crisis, the employer can restart full activities with the help of
an experienced workforce.

4.4 Minimum wages
There are good reasons why statutory minimum wages should be a matter of economic policy.
Besides, there are good reasons why minimum wages should be statutory and set by the
Government. Either for achieving greater wage-setting coordination, setting wage inflation
consistently with the stance of macro policies or for fighting inequalities, the Government
should have the final say when setting a statutory minimum wage. The role of social partners
should be to complement the statutory minimum wage by adding another layer of wage rates
adapted to the particular circumstances and characteristics of the sectors covered, but not to
substitute the function of setting a statutory minimum wage. However, precisely because
collective bargaining and the statutory minimum wage interact, it is convenient that the latter
is decided under an institutionalised tripartite process. Thus, although we accept that
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representative social partners should also participate in the setting of the minimum wage, we
failed to identify any EU country where a national minimum wage is autonomously,
independently and exclusively decided by the social partners following standard collective
bargaining practice and then implemented under a national collective bargaining agreement
with automatic erga omnes effectiveness as proposed by Recommendation 5 in Section 3.4.8.
(page 38).

Moreover, we believe it is important to bear in mind that in the fight against earnings
inequality, rather than increasing minimum wages it may be more effective to introduce inwork benefits, like the Earned Income Tax Credit in the US or the Working Families Tax
Credit in the UK, which favour (formal) labour market participation, can be tailored to
personal and household characteristics, and have no negative effects on employment. On the
other hand, the current Greek system of minimum wages is quite complicated and creates a
number of distortions with negative effects on employment. The statutory minimum wage
should be a single rate, without either seniority payments or any other top-ups related to
workers’ characteristics, as proposed in our alternative:

Recommendation 5. There should be a statutory minimum wage as planned, established
by the government after consultation of social partners and independent experts. The
statutory minimum wage should take into account the situation of the Greek economy
and the prospects for productivity, prices, competitiveness, employment and
unemployment, income and wages. The current system of minimum wages with
differences between blue-collar workers and white-collar workers, with top-ups
depending on work experience or sub-minimum wages for long-term unemployed is far
too complicated. There should be one single minimum wage for adult workers.

Sub-minimum wages for young workers are frequent in many countries and highly
recommendable in countries with high youth unemployment. We agree with the observations
highlighted in Section 3.4.4. (page 21) that i) the age threshold for the Greek subminimum
wage (25 years) is higher than in other EU countries, ii) some EU countries (like Spain,
Portugal, and Croatia) do not differentiate at all between age groups when setting minimum
wages, iii) in countries with subminimum youth wages, age thresholds are 18 years in France,
Ireland and Luxemburg, and 23 years in the Netherlands, iv) some countries also have
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subminimum wages for job starters: In Poland an 80% rate applies to persons in their first
year of employment; in Belgium and France, beside age, work experience is an additional
criterion for the level of the subminimum wage, and v)

apprentices (UK, Ireland, and

Portugal) and employees in structured training (Ireland, Portugal) are also under subminimum
wages, independently of age; other countries (France, Germany) exempt apprentices or
students in internships from minimum wages during up to three months as far as these are part
of established university curricula (Germany); the training allowances of apprentices are set
by collective bargaining in Germany and France and differ by industry.
Our view is that on the basis of available international empirical evidence, it is difficult to
draw strong conclusions about the effects of a separate youth minimum wage and the optimal
age gradient (Boeri and Van Ours, 2013). However, we cannot endorse the view that increases
of youth unemployment rates and/or decreases of employment rates should be taken as an
indication that age subminimum wages have been ineffective in promoting employment
opportunities for young people in Greece. Moreover, there are specific features that lead to
depart from the recommendation of suppressing age subminimum wages.

One is that

participation rates of Greeks below 24 years of age are extremely low. Secondly,
apprenticeship and internship schemes and other means of facilitating the transition from
school to work are not effectively in place. Thirdly, eliminating subminimum wages or
lowering the associated age threshold would put at risk many jobs of young workers that
accessed their jobs under the current system. Moreover, recent evidence for Greece suggests
that the introduction of the youth minimum wage may have helped promote employment
amongst this group of workers (Karakitsios, 2016). We have the alternative following
recommendation:
Recommendation 6. In the current system there is a youth minimum wage, i.e. a subminimum wage for workers below age 25. Such a system of youth minimum wages
should be maintained. A system of youth minimum wages should be maintained to avoid
too many young workers losing their jobs and too few young workers being hired.

4.5. Collective bargaining
Sectoral and firm-level collective bargaining can provide an additional layer of minimum
wages adapted to the circumstances and characteristics of the production units covered
without precluding macro and micro wage flexibility. Macro flexibility means that wages
should be aligned with productivity and the stance of other macro policies. Micro flexibility
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means that wages could be changed when firms’ economic conditions change. The structure
and results of collective bargaining should be compatible with macro and micro wage
flexibility. This is more often the case when wage setters (in particular employers’
representatives) are sufficiently representative. When the latter are not fully representative,
collective bargaining can be used strategically to limit market competition. However,
potential competition, not only from existing firms but also new firms considering entry in a
given market, is an important source of increasing productivity, stimulating innovation, and
improving allocation of resources. These dynamics should not be precluded neither by
product market regulation nor by social partners that do not internalise all the benefits from
innovation and job creation by new establishments.

As for collective bargaining covering specific occupations and crafts, these are very unusual,
as they may constitute an important barrier to entry and fundamentally limit product market
competition. The principle “equal pay for equal work” cannot be a justification for this type of
agreements, as job tasks and skills associated to the same “occupation” may change
significantly across sectors and firms. The negative effects of the lack of representativeness
of wage-setters is amplified when i) time extension of collective bargaining agreements is
mandated, ii) they have an excessive duration, and iii) sectoral agreements are rigid and do
not allow for effective opting-out clauses.
Micro flexibility is a matter of special concern regarding small firms, which typically are less
influential in wage negotiations. Opting-out clauses, the main instrument for implementing
wage concessions as economic conditions change, should be fully operative, rather than just a
theoretical possibility under the exclusive control of wage setters at the higher levels.
Limiting extensions of sectoral collective bargaining agreements to firms above a size
threshold (number of employees) is not recommendable in general given the distortions it may
create. It should be contemplated only when extension with low representativeness yields
employment conditions not suitable to small firms and opting-out clauses cannot be made
operative. Arbitration in collective bargaining may also be an effective way of solving
conflict and disagreements between the social partners. However, it should be institutionalised
in such a way that both parties find this route as a solution rather than the source of additional
problems.
Firm-level bargaining is one of the sources of micro flexibility given that it allows wages to
be adapted, upwards or downwards, to the specific economic circumstances of each
production unit. The general labour law (collected under Workers’ Codes or equivalent in
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most countries) should be the main source for employment conditions of the less productive
firms (micro firms), rather than sectoral collective bargaining agreements determined by not
fully representative wage setters,. General labour law should establish the minimal criteria
and delegate other issues to collective bargaining, therefore incentivising a flexible emergence
of the most appropriate set of rules for each sector and time period in the context of a dynamic
social dialogue. Finally, it is important to bear in mind that the quality of institutions matters
for the good functioning of collective bargaining. Employers’ associations and trade unions
should have the incentives to provide more services other than collective bargaining
agreements, to increase the number of affiliates (and therefore the direct impact of their
collective bargaining, even without extensions) and adapt their structures to the new economic
context.1 The general, base labour law should be the main source for employment conditions
of the less productive firms (typically micro and small firms) but that account for a large share
of employment and employment growth in Greece and other countries. General labour law
should establish the very minimum criteria and delegate other issues to collective bargaining,
if applicable. In countries where the general, base labour law is slimmer, there will be greater
need for collective bargaining; in other countries, the demand for collective bargaining will be
less pressing, as firms will have already to comply with hundreds or thousands of law articles
establishing workers’ rights and responsibilities. Collective bargaining in the latter context
may increase the risk of non-compliance and unlevelled playing fields.2 The quality of
institutions matters for the good functioning of collective bargaining. Employers’ associations
and trade unions should have the incentives to provide more services other than collective
bargaining agreements and adapt their structures to the new economic context, therefore
attracting more members and ensuring their collective agreements will be directly applicable
even without the involvement of government in collective bargaining, so that we fully endorse
Recommendation 11.

4.5.1 Extension
The use of the extension mechanism clearly increases and stabilizes the coverage of collective
agreements, while creating incentives for employer’s to join an employers’ association,
1 It is also important to take into account recent evidence about the negative effects of extensions on
employment in Portugal, a similar labour market to Greece (Martins, 2014, and Hijzen and Martins, 2016) and
the positive effects of greater flexibility in collective bargaining, in particular in overtime pay (Martins, 2016a).
See also Hijzen et al (2016) for a detailed comparison between collective bargaining in the Netherlands and
Portugal.
2 See Martins (2016b) for evidence on the related trade-off between employees and contractors (service
providers).
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especially when there is not the possibility to opt-out. Hence, employers rather join the
employer’s association to have a voice in the negotiations. Nevertheless, workers tend to lose
an important incentive to join unions, making the latter less representative. Moreover,
extensions deny the workers’ right of non-unionisation. As to the recommendation on
extension of collective bargaining agreements we do not see any reason to disagree with the
other members of the Expert Group in the following formulation:

Recommendation 7. Representative collective agreements can be extended by the state
on the demand of one of the negotiating parties at sectoral or occupational level.
Collective agreements are representative if 50% of the employees in the bargaining unit
are covered. The decision on the extension of an agreement is by the Minister of Labour
after having consulted the social partners. The government and social partners must
establish an administrative system that will allow reliable monitoring of the share of
employees represented in the bargaining unit.

4.5.2 Subsidiarity and favourability
In principle, a collective bargaining system consistent with low unemployment can be based
on sectoral bargaining provided that opting-out clauses respect the needs of firms under
negative circumstances to adapt wages and other employment conditions while those
circumstances persist (see Jimeno and Thomas, 2013). However, opting-out clauses fail
frequently to be operative because sectoral wage setters end up being too reluctant to
recognise the needs of firms facing negative challenges, especially when the wage setters are
not fully representative. For that reason, we believe it is important not to restrict the
possibility of firm-level collective bargaining only to production units which could provide
higher wages and better employment conditions.
Our interpretation of the subsidiarity principle is then that collective bargaining should
provide instruments for firms to adapt employment conditions to their current economic
circumstances. Similarly, because of the adverse consequences of imposing too stringent
employment conditions to those firms, we are in favour of applying the favourability principle
in a more global sense, not only by referring to the wage differences between sectoral and
firm-level collective agreements. For that reasons, we propose the following alternative
recommendation:
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Recommendation 8. It is important to foster and create incentives for representative
collective bargaining at all levels. Social partners and all agents involved in employment
relations should increase their awareness of and respond appropriately to the challenges
and opportunities faced by each and all firms. Firms - and their collective bargaining
arrangements - should not be discriminated against based on their size, location, age,
employer association affiliation status and other dimensions of differentiation. Given the
above, firm-level bargaining should be entitled to reach and uphold globally more
favourable agreements, including in terms of employment resilience and greater
potential for employment creation. More generally, the hierarchy of collective
bargaining should follow a subsidiarity principle, whereby agreements established at a
level closer to the workers and firms directly involved override agreements established
at a level more distant to the workers and firms potentially involved.

4.5.3 Timing & Arbitration
With respect to the recommendations on timing and arbitration, we generally agree with the
other members of the Expert Group:

Recommendation 9. The time extension, the after-effect and the duration of collective
agreements are to be decided by the social partners themselves. If they do not take a
decision on the first point, the time extension will be six months; if the second point is
not regulated by collective agreement the after-effect includes all agreed labour
standards; if the third point is not regulated by a collective agreement, the latter can be
denounced with a notice of three months.
Recommendation 10. If social partners cannot reach an agreement, the terms of an
agreement may be established through arbitration, preferably if both social partners
agree on this. Unilateral arbitration should be the last resort as it is an indication of lack
of trust. The system of arbitration was renewed recently and should be evaluated
ultimately within two years to assess its role in collective bargaining.
Recommendation 11. We recommend the social partners to negotiate on the issues of
seniority pay, equal treatment of white and blue collar workers, life-long learning,
productivity and innovation and the integration of young people and to consider our
critical comments. Since some of these issues are closely linked with strategies of the
state to modernize the Greek economy and to improve the vocational training system,
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the strengthening of a wholehearted and truly representative tripartite social dialogue is
necessary.
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Annexes
I. Members of the Expert Group
Gerhard Bosch – Duisburg-Essen University
Wolfgang Däubler – University of Bremen
Juan Jimeno – Central Bank of Spain
Ioannis Koukiadis – University of Thessaloniki
António Monteiro Fernandes – Lisbon University Institute
Pedro Silva Martins – Queen Mary University
Jan van Ours (chairman) – Erasmus University Rotterdam
Bruno Veneziani – University of Bari

II. List of Organizations
During the third meeting of the Expert Group in Athens (20 to 22 June 2016) the Expert
Group spoke to Rania Antonopoulou, Greek Alternate Minister for Combatting
Unemployment and to representatives of the following organizations:


Greek Employment Agency (OAED)



International Labour Organization (ILO)



Hellenic Federation of Enterprises (SEV)



Greek Tourism Confederation (SETE)



Hellenic Confederation of Professionals, Craftsmen & Merchants (GSEVEE)



Hellenic Confederation of Commerce & Entrepreneurship (ESEE)



Hellenic Retail Business Association (SELPE)



Athens Chamber of Commerce & Industry (EBEA)



Institute of Labour (INE)



Foundation for Economic & Industrial Research (IOBE)



General Confederation of Greek Workers (GSEE)



Federation of Greek Private Employees (OIYE)



Athens Labour Centre
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III. Statement of the chairman
Jan van Ours, the chairman of the Expert Group supports all common recommendations. For
recommendation 5 on the minimum wage and recommendation 6 on youth minimum wages
he supports the formulations presented in Chapter 4. For recommendation 7 on extension of
collective agreements and recommendation 8 on the principle of favourability he supports the
formulation presented in Chapter 3.

IV. Comments by individual members of the group
Gerhard Bosch, Wolfgang Däubler, Ioannis Koukiadis, António Monteiro Fernandes and
Bruno Veneziani think that the expert group achieved an extraordinary result, in spite of the
extremely short time available for its work and different opinions within the group. The group
agrees on 8 of its 12 recommendations completely and on 1 partially. In the presentation of
the dissenting votes we would have preferred to follow the internationally well-established
procedure rule in which the majority decides on the report and the diverging opinions are
added in dissenting votes. This is the normal rule for example in the U.S. Supreme Court and
the Constitutional Courts of Germany, Greece and Portugal as well as in expert committees in
most European countries.
Juan Jimeno and Pedro Silva Martins are responsible only for the arguments and opinions
explicitly expressed in Section 4. Despite agreeing on some recommendations with the rest of
the members of the expert group, Juan Jimeno and Pedro Silva Martins think that their views
on the regulation of collective dismissals and collective bargaining highlight fundamental
differences with Section 3 about how the integrated, comprehensive, and consistent approach
to further Greek labour market reforms should proceed.
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